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From frightening burglars to flashing high beams,
scary stories become popular around Halloween.
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The nine brothers and sisters of the
Canadian Celtic music group Leahy will
perform in Wilson Hall Auditorium Friday.»

Sophomore forward Kim Argy has become
a solid contributer to the women's soccer
team during her first two seasons.
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Students
to help
prevent
smoking

PARENT'S WEEKEND

Events await parents arrival
Weekend schedule kicks off
Saturday on Godwin Field

NtCOUCH
senior writer

BY KRISTY

To help high schoolers \MIF
the prevention of smoking or
helping them quit. |MU students are working on a new
smoking program.
High school students participating in the Boys & Girls
Club will be buddied up with
JMU students through a program created by Health 458,
Health Program Planning.
Students called the "Buddy Up
Together To Stop Smoking"
program, or B.U.T.T.S.S.
B.U.T.T.SS. was developed
by a committee in a class of
leannejUlltino-McAllister. pn.
fessorfw.health pnigram planning ajfaV'valuation Tin1 classes
ed Into MV committees Of K students
The pnigram's mission is to
"implement a mentoring and
educational program that will
inform community youth of the
consequences of cigarette smokr
encourage them to refrain from
usage, and offer alternatives to
break the habit," according to the
B.U.T.TS.S.
VWb
site,
http:/Aulcon.jmufdu/~tokarzm
However, senior Sarah
Lothrop said, as the program
evolved, the students found
that a "greater need" was waiting to be addressed. Thev
learned from the local Boys &
dBMMUlMtoHMlM Ihere .in- no
mrnfofn **f any kioftLavailaMe
to high school-aged students
in Harnsonbure,.
"Our planning committiv
wanted to work with the community, specifically targeting
youth tobacco issues.' senior
Meredith Cashdollar said "But,
after debating on the structure
of our program, we have narrowed it down to a gener.il
■buddy system' united with the
support of JMU students
"Basically, we hope to keep
teens out of trouble, edmafe
them on important health
issues, and inspire them to set
goals and achieve |those goals],'
Cashdollar said.
The committee is looking for
potential members who will 'set
good examples and encourage
the students to reach their fulk-st

BY SARAH MANLEY

contributing writer

WEEK
who Wo. do,

saiuraay:
9am
9-11 am

Zato Tbu Alpha and University Health Center's
5K run/wok at College Center.

9u.ra.-lpm

Buy JMU merchandise, refreshments and crofts
at Godwin Field.

10 am -Noon
1:30 p.m.
4:30-5:45 p.m.
68:30 |M'

Free tour of the University Recreation Center.

Open rock wall climbing
Recreation Center.

al University

Football game at Zone Showker Field at
Bridgeforth «^^H
Coniamifi^^^Hal Singers performance in
Wilson HdlJ^PHum^
Open rock wal cJimt-ng session at]
Recreation Center.

MARr CHOVgnphci atu.

Parent's Weekend is
approaching quickly, and
JMU families are invited to
catch the excitement of the
many events planned on
campus Oct. 31 to Nov. 2.
"We're expecting anywhere from 7,000 to 8,000
parents and guests for the
weekend," said Clenda
Rooney, associate vice
president for University
Relations. "There's no way
to predict how many come
because not all the parents
purchase tickets for university planned activities."
A Parent's Weekend
kickoff begins Saturday
with a welcome on Godwin
Field from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m.
"My parents have come
every year, and we always
have a nice time," senior
Laura Tarrant said. "The
events are great, but seeing
|my parents] is the best part."
JMU
merchandise,
refreshments and crafts from
student and commercial
vendors also will be available for purchase on Godwin
Field before the football
same, according to the
Parent's Weekend Web site
at arww.imu.edu/parfnl-..
Zeta Tau Alpha sorority
and the University Health
Center are sponsoring a 5
Kilometer run/walk for the
Susan G. Komen Breast
Cancer Foundation at 9 a.m.
Saturday. Registration
forms are available at the
College Center, where the
race begins. The cost is $10 in
advance and $15 the day of
the race. For more information contact senior Lauren
Kinelski at hnelslm.
The faculty invite parents
to attend academic receptions for each college in
which their son or daughter
may be involved. More
information about the times
and locations of each college
gathering can be found

online at the Parent's
Weekend Web site.
The Parent's Weekend
football game will be held at
Zane Showker Field at
Bridgeforth Stadium at 1 JO
p.m., when the Dukes will
take on the University of
Rhode Island.
The football game is
great because I can hang
out with my family and
watch the game." Tarrant
said. "Last year, my dad
caught one of the T-shirts
that the cheerleaders were
throwing into the stands —
that was really fun."
Tickets still are available
for the game U $20 per person and are free for students who purchase with
their JAC cards in advance,
according to Rooney.

-66
The events are
great, but seeing
[my parents] is
the,

*>*'
The award-winning
Marching Royal Dukee will
perform a pregame show at
1:10 p.m. They also will be
performing during halftime
and after the game.
Saturday evening will
provide a smorgasbord of
musical delights for parents
and visitors with the Pops
Concert at the Convocation
Center at 8:30 p.m. The concert will feature performances by the school of music
ensembles, according to the
Parent's Weekend Web site
' My parents are coming
all the way from Miami. Ha.,
to see me perform in the
seeWEEKMND.papS

Crowd rallies for freedom of speech
Event held in response to fire
at social work professor's house
BY COLLEEN SCHORN

contributing writer

AMY PATFRS«>N/.fnW/*i*i«™(iVr

Finalists for The Wade Robeon protect: Madbon Style contest
were Introduced at the Student Government Association I

Speaker discusses
diversity commission
BY ASHLKY MCCLF.LLAND

SGA reporter
The special assistant to the
president on diversity spoke on
the president's commission on
diversity to the Student
Government Association at its
weekly meeting.
Daniel Wubah said the purpose of the diversity commission is to inventory diversity
efforts on campus, to catalog
how other campuses achieve
diversity, to assess the current
system and, with that informi
tion, get input fnmi the camptn

•

In order to get student input.
the SGA is needed, accordinR to
Wubah. Two forums will be
held Nov.
5 and 6 for
students to
present
tin ii ule.is
i»i how to diversify the campus
Hills were debated daring
the meeting. A constitutional
amendment and a resolution
were passed.
One bill would change hot*
the Senate would amend the
see SGA pageS

Supporting freedom of
speech, students, faculty and
staff held a rally Tuesday in
response to the tire at a social
work pnifessor's home.
A sign on the porch of
Cindy Hunter's home held statistics on deaths during the war
in Iraq. The sign was determined to have been set on fire
lielilxT.itely, according to Bill
Crapo, Hamsonburg assistant
fire chief. "We have ruled out
natural causes," he said.
The rally was sponsored by
the social work department

ami was held at the flagpoles in
front of the Integrated Science
and Technology building.
"We are here today to
honor, affirm and celebrate the
Bill of Rights, especially the
First Amendment," said Karen
Ford, a social work professor.
Ford read the Pint
Amendment
of
the
Constitution. "These eloquent
45 words give us the right to
voice our opinions. We are
here to reflect upon the value
of free speech," she said.
Several students and faculty members had prepared
see KALLY. pagi 5

ERICA DAVILS/n**'fi*<*>tra»*rr

Students, faculty and staff gather wttti signs during the freedom
of speech ratty Tuesday held by the social work department.

Commonwealth One offers more options
BY TRICIA FRENVII I I

senior writer
( lunges
in checking
accounts at Commonwealth
I 'in Federal Credit Union
give students and other members more automated and
electronic options.
The credit union implemented two new checking
account options effective Oct. 1,

according to Jessica Wimberly,
financial
specialist
for
Commonwealth One. Members
of the credit union now can
have either Anytime Checking
or Relationship Checking.
With Anytime Checking,
members get four free transactions at "foreign" automated teller machines —
ATMs at other banks — per
month. No minimum bal-

Jl

ance is required, and no
monthly fees are charged,
according to Wimberly.
Anytime Checking members basically "agree to do
everything electronically,"
Wimberly said. "We want
our members to be acquainted with( the electronic servicesof the bank."
Charlotte Cash, vice president of retail sales and market-

ing for Commonwealth One,
said Anytime Checking is best
for electronic users who rarely
go into the bank itself.
Members can use the teleChone tellers available 24
ours a day, seven days a
week, more ATMs and the
online branch, available at
www.cofcu.org, Cash said.
set OPTIONS, pagel
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POLICE LOG
BY LAUREN McKAi
pom <■ log reporter

Thursday, Oct. 23

Sunday, Od 26

Thi' BMnmdoall Group ol thr Sltm Club will sponsor a
presentation b\ lh, WiLllite < enter of Virginia on "Wildlife
Myths - The Truth behind the Tales" at the Massanutten
Regional I ibrary .it 7 p m. I or more information contact
Kosem.ine I'.ilmer at 564-2797.

The Canterbury Episcopal Campus Ministry will meet at 5 p.m.
at its home located on South Main Street between Buffalo Wild
Wings and the Zirkle House. For more information e-mail
Erica Westcott at uxstcoel.

A JMU student reported the
larceny of a car stereo from a
car in C11 Lot between Oct. 24
at 9 a.m. and Oct 26 at 805 p.m.
In other matters, campus police
report the following:

Friday, Oct. 24
The Alternative Spring Break international and long-distance
trip sign up*, will take place in Wilson Hall, room 204, at 7 a.m.
For more Information e-mail Jennifer Forman aXformanjl.

Property Damage
A JMU student reported a driver
side mirror dangling from the side
ol a car in R2 lot between Oct. 24
al 8 p.m. and Oct. 26 at 8 p.m.

Saturday, Oct. 25

LEISURE
Crossword

12

Horoscopes

12

FOCUS
Bone chillers

13

STYLE
Sawtooth Film Festival
OcTUBAIest
Leahy

15
15
15

Reel reflections "Mystic River"

16

SPORTS
Women's soccer: Argy adds
scoring touch

19

Football prepares lor URI

19

I he ! riends of Carrier I thr.irv will hold a book sale outside
tin' mam entrant a to the Ubniry from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. For
more information contact x8-69%.

Possession of Marijuana
Non-student Neil C. Bailey, 19,
of Charlotte, N.C., was arrested
and charged with possession of
marijuana in the Convocation
Center Oct 24 at 9:45 p.m.

Up til Dawn will hold a celebrity autograph auction outside
Bndgeforth Stadium at 2 p.m to benefit the St. Jude Children's
I lospital For mote information e-mail Frin Walker at walkf2fj.

Ivan L. Rupcic. 19, of New York
City, NY, was arrested and
charged with possession of
marijuana in Chandler Hall Oct.
26 at 4:37 p.m.

Submitting events to the
DUKE DAYS Events Calendar

KRI5TY NICOLChV
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Tfta Brveze. (he
student-run newspaper
of James Madison
University, serves student and (acuity readership by reporting
news involving the
campus and local
community The
Br&eio strives to be
impartial and fair in Its
reporting and firmly
PaHevas tn its First
Amendment nghts

Section phorw numbers
Style x*3151
News iWJW
aMMI
OpmorVFooje x«,38«6
Sports xg-6709
Pnolo/Gniphic. «M7«9

Bueloeee/Iechnology
Coordinator
Donna Dunn

:

The weather's getting chilly!
Check out our new assortment of

CORRECTIONS

ADVERTISING STAFF

.

Ada Manager
Lauren Kinelskj

Assistant Ads
Manager
Matt Lastner

Advertising
Executives;
Jason Brown
Steve Doherty
RyanFagan

Advertising
Designers:

Elizabeth Hamner
jMrioi i tfttat

James Matareee
Jess Woodward

■ How to place a classified Come to
The Breeze office weekdays between B
a.m. and 5 p.m.
■ Cost $3 00 lor the first 10 words. $2
(or each additional 10 words; boxed
classified. $10 per column inch
■ Deadlines, noon Friday lor Monday
issue, noon Tuesday for Thursday issue
■ Classifieds must be pad m advance
m The Breeze office

Beverly Kitchens
Lisa Marietta
JoanMaaaaro

CLASSIFIEDS

Vlilt us at Parent's Weekend Sale
Saturday November 1st!

MACONOO'S

i^alV CARIBBEAN RESTAURANT
•

:

43 Linda Lane, next to Lowes

Pqrentt' Vyeekend Special Bring your

^

include appetizers, dessert nor drinks.

MADE CARIBBEAN CUISINE WITH A
TOUCH OF SPAIN!

Tapestries

Sunday Morning Blues?

Leonard W. Aamodt, MD, FACOG

Snenandoan,

"We respect the inherent worth and dignity of every person."

Evan V. Forsnes. MD. FACOG
Martha A. Jones, CNM. MS

We provide a challenging atmosphere to assist

Barbara M Kirkland, CNM, MS
Donna L. Schminkey, CNM. MPH

you in finding your spiritual path.

Ann M. Schaeffer, CNM. MED
Professional Cere with a Penonel Toach

JMU CAMPUS INFO: Contact Rev. Byrd Tctzlaff: uurevbyrd@hotmall.com
Sunday Morning Children's Program for Ages 5-17

Annual Gyn Exam
Birth Control
Colposcopy
Breast bxams

Harrisonburg Unitarian Universalists
TAKE 33 WEST 5 MILES TO DALE ENTERPRISE
Phone:867-0073

540-432-0851

■ parents to eat at Macondo's (and this coupon)
id receive 20% OFF of your entree. This offer docs

66 E Market St 'Houre VVedThurs 2-7; Fri. Sat 11-7; Closed Sun.Mori.Tuas • 432-1S94 |

http://HUUweb.org

Number of drunk in public
charges since Aug. 25: 38

Hemp Supplies

av W»
*
Warm Wool
(J^ | '
Hats, Gloves, *
^rrrrT
' kittens8rScarves! *
^SJJB

MISSION

The Bmeie is pubushad Monday and Thursday mornings and dtttmled
throughout James Madison University and the local Hameonburg cornrnunlty
Comments and complaints should be addressed to Drew Wilson, edUor

MARKET WATCH

close: 9774 53

of the Earth
is covered with water.
Only 1 percent

An unknown person removed a
VHS protector from Godwin Hall
between Oct. 17 and Oct. 20.

■ The Alcohol Awareness
Week brick wall was sponsored
by First Year Involvement. This
information was reported incorrectly in The Breeze Oct 27

AsofdoMonWtolitaOavy On 22 &03

AMEX
-4.01

Approximately 70 percent

Petty Larceny
A JMU student reported the larceny ol a JAC card lying on a
table in PC Dukes Oct. 26
between 6:45 and 7:15 p.m.

of the water is drinkable.

CONTACT INFORMATION

DOWJONES
+ 26.22

of the Day

FUN FACT

While traveling
■found the wortd
and sharing nta
thoughts on spirituality, "The Barefoot
Evangelist," takes
time to speak to a
group of students
on the commons
Wednesday morning.

WEATHER

*

2, 2003

Insurance and
Major Credit
Cards Accepted

Sunday Worship 10:30 AM

119 University Blvd., Suite B
Hamsonburg, VA 22801-3753
OtTicc (540) 438-1314
Toll Free (877) 438-1314
Fax(540)438-0797
www.swhc.net

Hair Corral

Check out the NEW BMtmore Grill
^^^
with your Parents!

on 42 South o short distance from Super Wal-mart; Dayton, VA 5408/9-2Sb/

■jl
S;

NO Waiting in
Barber Shop
Clipper Cuts

$6.00 Barber Cuts
$9.00 Salon Cuts

Walk-ins Welcome

Tanning Beds Year Round

DirecTV Satellite Sports
Most TVs in Harrisonburg
Music Video System

No Waiting in Line
No Cover Charge

$25.00 200 minutes
SI 2.50 100 minutes
S3.00 per session

N€XUS

Come to the Biltmore Grill and be treated right!
If you are cjoin

.! to drink, Drink Responsibly

80 1.0221

Complete Line of
Hair Products
Cosmetics
Accessoncs

<L -

KLDKLN

I hill I

1 ? Barbors on Slafl

\\'V\\ '

' 4 Hairstylists on Staff

BSD
HEAD

NAIt SALON
Sculptured Noils
Manicures & Pedicuics
3 Nail Techs
Waxing
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Living poor

"... I could only think of how sad it is that so many
innocent children are affected with this terrible disease.'

NEWS

Students get a glimpse of living in
poverty during a one-hour simulation Tuesday.

JASON PLANAKIS

senior
ft dory below

Teddy bears collected for children
Delta Gamma sorority
continues Anchorsplash
Delta Gamma sorority is
continuing their week-long philanthropy event Anchorsplash.
Penny wars between the
fraternity and sorority continue on the commons until
Friday. Shirts are being sold
for $10 for short sleeve and
$15 for long sleeve.
The annual Anchorsplash
Contest is Friday at 6 p.m. in
PC Ballroom. Members of
fraternities and sororities
will sing and dance in a lip
sync contest. There will be
"awards for best dance, best
costume and even a jack-olatern contest," according to
a Delta Gamma press release.
The event costs $5 at the door.
All the money will be
donated to the Service for
Sight Foundation. For more
information contact ivalshsc.

BY NICOLE BARBANO

contributing writer

The comfort o( a favorite
childhood teddy bear now can be
given to a child with HIV or
AIDS through Alpha Phi
Omega's work for the Share a
Bear Foundation
APO is collecting teddy bears
as part of a collaborated effort on
the part of almost 50 chapters
that will meet this weekend at a
conference at Elon University in
Elon, N.C., to deliver the be.irs
The goal for all of these chapters combined was to collect
aboul 1,000 bears, according to
senior )ason Planakis, an APO
member. The )MU chapter hopes

to contribute at least 200 bears
The foundation is an organization based out of North
Carolina that collects and distributes teddy bears for children with AIDS.
The driving belief that inspired
the program was the feeling thai
"no child should suffer the honors
of this disease alone," according to
the foundation's Web site,
untwbliterktgttiearsJinrncstaidxom/s
lurrabeaiJilml
Keeping this belief in mind,
the organization set out in 1994
to collect bears. The first year,
about 200 bears were collected.
1 ast year, that number soared to .Vrt)
bears distributed k > over 35 agerxies
throughout the Carobnas.

JMU's chapter is well on
its way to help make a dent
in this number with 136
bears already collected from
students, faculty and other
donors in the area, according
to Planakis.
"When I heard about the
drive, I could only think of how
sad it is that so many innocent
children are affected with this
terrible disease," he said.
Sophomore Trevor Hancock
agreed. "1 think donating the little teddy bears is a small, but
influential, way to make a difference in a kid's life," he said.
Bear collectors will be on
the commons Thursday, Oct.
30 and Friday, Oct. 31 from

» ..-v_
Alumnus to speak on
Investment climate
HARRISONBURG

—

Richard Cripps (79) is hosting a
discussion
on
Today's
Investment Climate Thursday
at 7 p.m. at the Spotswood
Country Club.
Cripps is the managing
director of Equity Strategy and
Marketing for the Research
Department of Legg Mason
Capital Markets
Cripps "provides daily market commentary and strategy to
the firm's more than 1.400 financial adviiors and institutional
sales forces," according to a
press release from Rob Franks,
branch manager of the bank.
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Senate confirms
Leavitt for EPA job
WASHINGTON, D.C.
(77* Washington Post) — The
Senate Tuesday approved
Utah's Gov. Mike Leavitt to
head the Environmental
Protection Agency ftfttl •»
threatened Democratic filibuster evaporated in the face
of a White House charm offensive and widespread support
for the governor.
Six Democratic senators
had put holds on the nomination to protest President
George W. Bush's environmental policies and to extract
concessions after Bush tapped
Leavitt to succeed Christine
Todd Whitman. Rather than
try to roll over the Dcrmvrats,
as GOP leaders had threatened to do, the administration
made several well-timed deals
that swept away the resistance
and produced an 88-8 vote to
confirm the nomination.
Thirty-six Democrats and
one independent joined all
51 Republicans to confirm
1 civ ill's
nomination.
Leavitt, 52, a three-term governor and former chairman
of the National Governors
Association, likely will be
sworn in next week, according to an EPA official.
"1 believe Gov. Leavitt
stands for environmental
principles we desperately
need here in Washington,''
said Sen. Christopher Bond,
R-MO. "Collaboration not
polarization. National standards, neighborhood solutions. He wants to reward
results, not programs."

sponsored by Alpha Phi Orriega
Donate used or new
plush toys Thursday
and Friday Oct. 30-31
on the commons from
11 am to 3 pan. or
dropoff Items at
1083GSouthview.

for nxx« infcrmabCfi
contact Won at
481-7597

MARC CHtWiimpto,. nliuv
11 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Members will be present
to answer questions and
collect any new or used
teddy bears for donation.
Planakis has high hopes

for the futuiv of the drive.
"With tin* success Vn have
had this ye.ir, I hope to continue tin-- project igrin ned
year where we can r.usc e\ en
more bears," he Mid

Events raise breast cancer awareness

Alternative Spring
Break sign-ups Friday
Sign-ups for Alternative
Spring Break are Friday at 7
a.m. Students should get thenearly and camp out in front of
Wilson Hall, room 204.
These trips are for international or
long-distance
domestic trips. There is a $200
deposit, which is due at time
of the sign up.
For more information
about the trips and applying
for a need-based scholarships go to the ASB Web site
at www.jmu.edu/csi/Qsb.

Teddy Bear Drive for the

Share a Bear Foundation

Above, Doug
Woodhoute, a member
of Maw and Improv'd,
perform* at the breast
cancer benefit concert. RUM, panel
members Ketly MlHet.
Kelly Milton, Staeey
Armstrong and Yvonne
Janata discuss their
experience* wtth
breast cancer and provide breast cancer
IKK \ l>AVIR.Vif.#pA.>i"?nipA«,r

Concert raises over
$2,200 for foundation
BY STEPHANI MOORE

contributing writer
Raising over $2,200 for breast
cancer, the Zeta Tau Alpha
sorority held its third annual
benefit concert, featuring all the
major JMU a cappclla groups
Oct. 27 in the College Center
Grand Ballnx>m.
As part of Breast Cancer
Awareness Week, tickets were
sold for $5 at the door and
proceeds went to the Susan G.
Komen Foundation.
"We hold this concert
because we have three members
in different a cappella groups
here, and they do a wonderful
job pulling all th*' stud<-nhi from

Coleman, ZTA Breast Cancer
Awareness co-chair
Before the concert started,
ZTA somrity membra •- t up ,i
itand uuisidi- the College
Center ''rand Ballroom and
handed out pamphlets showing
ways to prevent breast cancer.
Coleman stood on the BtapJB
and gave a brief description of all
the events of Breast Cmcif
Awareness Week.
Note-oriety, an all-^irl .» «\ippeUa group, came up and sang
three songs — including a medley
of U2 songs. During the last song,
the soloist pulled a volunteer from
the audience and sung around
him, sitting in a chair.
MT

SONGS, page 7

Survivor tell stories,
present statistics
BY SARA CHRISTOPH

staff writer

Over 40.000 families lose a
member every year to breast cancer, but, las! Tuesday, the Zeta Tau
Alpha somrity and the University
Health Center chose to celebrate
the stories of survivors.
The Ihird Annual Breast
Cancer Survivors Night, which
allowed breast cancer survivors
and medical professionals lo
speak about their experiences,
was held from 8 to ° p.m. in the
College Center Grand Ballroom.
"There is a onc-m right
chance that, by |the age of] 80,
you will develop breast cancer if
you are female," said Yvonne
jarrels, a clinical nurse specialist
from the Regional Cancer Center
Over 70 percent of cases have no
family history of breast cancer,
according to Jarrels.
"Bn'.isl cancer is the most
common cancer in women in

America," Jarrels said. The number of deaths per year from breast
cancer falls second only to lung
cancer, according lo Jarrels.
IX^pite these grim numbers,
Jarrels emphasized that there is a
95 percent survival rale if the disease Is .aught f.lllv nxxigh. lo
pnive to audience members lli.it
(In- Kittle can be won. ZTAand the
Health Center asked two bnvist
cancer survivors to tell their sh ities.
'Tm going lo keep .m going
because Iwant to live s.n.1 Kathy
Miller, a cancer survivor and
mother of a JMU sophomc re
"Cancer was never a part of
our familv; we dkl everything
healthy," she said, I kepi asking
'what is going txi with me?"'
After five surgenes, Miller
said she believes she made it
through N, .in-.- of tin' support
Ol l.imilv .m.l hiends. "Thnnigh
w CASCKK. i»gf 7

Students get reality check through poverty simulation
BY TARYN GOODWIN

contributing writer

Students caught a glimpse of what
it is likr t. > li\ .■ in poverty by taking part
in the Sixth Annual Poverty Simulation
held at the Health and Human Services
building Tuesday morning
Along with facilitator Kristen
Springer from Virginia Tech, Linda
Hulton, coordinator of the poverty simulation, thought of this ide.i when old
nursing students wen- "victim blaming" patients who wen' fnim low
income families.
"The objective is for students who
will work with kiw-income families lo
be abk' to pul themselves in their shoes
and not be ton judgmental." Hulton said.
The hour-kmg simulation consisted
of students in nursing, occupational
therapy, social work and physician
assistants programs who were broken
down mlo 2h families. Pie family's
ranged fnim one person, such as a
widow, to four-person mi. le.n t.ii-nh.-.
All of Ihe families were on welfare
and had limited resources. The t.innlies
had to survive a four-week period, with

each 15 minute bkick equaling a week.
Each family was given a packet
including bills, a welfare check and
alternative sources of income
The families arranged in the center of
the room, with social services located on
the perimeter of the- nxim. Families had
to obtain a rransportafion pass in order
to travel to visit tin- service pm\ iders
Within Ihe coiiinuinitv then- was
legal aid, utilities, Quik C ash — a currency exchange — a department of
social sen ices, .t rent collector, a pawn
broker, a free health clinic, a grocery
store and a welfare office.
Everyone's first reaction was to
visit CKiik Cash for transportation and
food stamps and Ihe pawn broker in
order lo get more ipending money Al
the end of each week, services closed,
and manv still had no food, and had
yel lo pay their bills, accofdtng to
..xir.lin.itor I mily Akcrson
"It is intending to -.< everyone's
reaction when they couldn't get the
things they needed [because they hadn't gotten their necessities)," fn-.hni.in
Kathryn Stockton said.
By the end of the simulation, only a

small majority had paid utilities and rent,
and bought food for their family. Many
became victims of stealing, became frustrated fnim waiting in k»ig lines and having too much lo juggk at one lime.
Participants felt that service associates were unfriendly. Some families also
said they wen' too busy to be with their
children and, as a result, their children
ended up in the police officer's ai.to.lv
I .immunity volunteers admitted to cheating °7 percent of families al Quik Cash The volunteers
partook III illegal activities to represent the idea that some member
of the community will do anything for money.
The grocer spoke Spanish, showing
Ihe language barrier Ihat low-income
communities face. The grocer reported
15 out of 26 families negkxled to buy
food until Ihe third week
Many families also ignored their use
of availabk' resources by ncjdccfing to
visit the Food Pantry, which provided
free fixxl and cash. However, one family who remained unstressed during
set C1ASS, pagr 7
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Social work faculty member, Beth
Rodgers, left, works with freshman
Erlka Toennles and Junior Kelly Miller,
far right, during a one-hour poverty simulation In ne Health and Human
Services building Tuesday morning.
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Tfieasant (Run Townfwme:

Front Door Parking, Beautifully Landscaped Yards

■ipmi'
Great Room

Eat In
Kitchen

Deck or Patio

Housing Fair: October 31,11am-4pm in the Transition Room in Warren Hall
Parent's Weekend Open House: November 1,10am-5pm

Call 801-0660, e-mail pheasant@pheasantrun.net or stop by 321 Pheasant Run Circle
far View a map to our location #% ^ n /-v^rWtf^^ —
™
or take a virtual tour onttOIJ=i®®U£Un.COIll
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PREVENT: Students to mentor kids SGA: Support for family discussed
PREVENT, frontpage!
potential," Ixrthrop said. "We
hope that, through our program, a
beneficial relationship will result
... providing some consistency in
the lives of the lads," she said.
Senior Shannon Pfeiftrr -ml,
"We are looking for buddies
who want to make friends with
the students ... and not just put
this on their resume.
Members can be from any
major, smokers or nonsmokers
and do not need mentoring
experience. However, they need
.; genuine interest in forming a
solid relationship with their
buddy. Volunteers must attend
both a program orientation and
an interaction session with their

buddy. After that, it is left to the
volunteer's or buddy's discretions to decide how often they
would like to meet.
"The program is meant to
build a relationship between
the buddy and JMU student
that is based on their common
interests and suitability with
each other ... and interactions
are not meant to be mandatory," senior Alex Back said.
"[The meetingsl should be as
needed and wanted, and
hopefully promoted by the
relationships built."
The committee members
hope to make an impression on
the community with B.U.T.T55.
McAllister said the program

has "the potential to be an ongoing, sustained program after
this semester."
Cashdollar said, "I truly
believe that creating this essential bond will make a long-term
improvement for the entire
Harrisonburg community."
Funding for B.U.T.TSS. is
provided through JMU, as well
as a Health 458 class account
from previous fund raising,
according to McAllister.
For anyone interested in volunteering, it is necessary to fill
out an application by Nov. 7.
Applications are available on
the BU.T.T.S.S. Web site and
outside of Health and Human
Services room 3128.

SGA, from page 1

constitution. The bill allows for
the constitution to be amended
the same way as a resolution is
passed — presented in the
Senate and then debated on the
same day. The amendment
then would sit for two weeks,
and then be voted on.
if passed, it then would be
sent to the Executive Council.
Trte Executive Council would
debate on the amendment, and
it would need two-thirds of the
vote to pass.
"The new process streamlines [the bill] and makes a
more precise process so we
don't debate the same things
several times," sophomore

Ricardo Pineres said.
The Senate unanimously
passed a resolution to be sent to
the Executive Council. It
changes the constitution wording, allowing organizations to
request money up to the first
week of April.
"The current deadline [M
the end of February) makes
no sense; it is arbitrary," said
senior Matt Benjamin, who
presented the bill. "If passed,
groups could come receive
money up to one month
before school ends."
The next bill debated concerned the arson of the home of
social work professor Cindy
Hunter. Trie resolution offered

her the Senate's support in condemning the act, and in helping
other groups raise money for
her and her family.
"This is a professor in the
JMU community," Pineres
said. "It is our obligation to let
the community know that we
disagree with the action —
that we as an organization can
step up, and relieve her of her
pain by showing solidarity
and helping her."
The bill originally was
passed, but during a roll call
vote, it was determined there
were not a sufficient number of
people present to pass the bill.
Thus, the meeting did not meet
quorum, and it ended.

BANK: Service provides more options RALLY: People voice opinions
BANK, from page 1

Members who sign up for
Anytime Checking are charged S3,
however, for going Umuigh the
teller inside the bank, according to
Wimberiy.
The other checking option —
Relationship Checking — requires
members to meet one of three
requirements. Members either
must use direct deposit, maintain
a $50O-avernge daily checking balance or maintain a $Z500-average
combined balance with checking,
savings and loan accounts, according to a checking account brochure
available at the JMU branch of the
credit union
However, with Relationship
Checking, members do not have
access to the free foreign ATM
transactions. Cash said. Also,
members that do not meet any of
the requirements few Relationship
Checking will be charged $5 a
month, according to Wimberiy.
Members that have not
switched their accounts automatically will be put into the
Relationship Checking account,
according to Wimberiy.
Junior Vanessa Zuidema
said, "I just switched it [to
Anytime Checking) because 1
knew my balance would drop
and I'd be charged $5. I think 1
might change banks just because
I think $5 is ridiculous."
Members were notified of
the change in accounts through

newsletters that started going
out around July, personalized
letters sent directly to members
and announcements on the
credit union's Web site, according to Cash.
"These changes were put into
place to benefit all of our membership," Cash said. "Our checking
account hadn't been changed in
over 20 years."
The credit union enacted these
changes because adjustments
needed to be made to the checking
system. Cash said. "A lot of students expressed [that) they wanted to ha ve access to ATMs without
our access fees," she said.
Also, online access is important
to many members, according to
Cash. "For them, ATM access is a
big key, and online banking is a big
key," she said.
Despite having been notified by mail and online, some
credit union members were
unaware of the change. "I'm
fine with the system they have
now," sophomore Deborah
Schoclwer said. "[The new system) sounds really confusing."
Cash said that it was not surprising that some people were
unaware, as many people throw
out the newsletters that come with
their statements. She said people
have called with questions, but
once the new accounts were
explained, she said they seemed to
be happy with the choices.

"We haven't, overall, had a
large proportion of our checking account members have an
issue with [the new system),"
Cash said.
"Our branch staff has been
very good at explaining [the
new system) to the students,"
she added.
Some students, such as freshman Ashley Curl, still are finding
out about the changes as they go
into the bank.
Curl expressed some concern about having to make
deposits through the ATM. "I
almost feel better when 1 talk to
someone (a teller) when I have
a big check," she said.
However, at home, Curl said
she uses the ATM deposit most of
the time. "[Anytime Checking is)
actually probably more convenient," Curl said.
Zuidema said, "I think it's
more of an inconvenience.
People are used to just walking
through campus and popping
in the bank."
Change seems always to
produce mixed emotions, Cash
said, but "we've had, overall, a
good mponw
For more infiwmation about
the new checking system, stop in
one of Harri«mburg's two branches — on the first floor of Gibbons
Hall or in the Cloverieaf Shopping
Center located off Cantrell Avenue
— or go online at wwwxcfcu.org.

RAiJ-Y, from page 1

"the media doesn't pay .mm
tion to individuals, but it does
pay attention to large groups."
Sam Nickels, Hunter's
husband, said, "The sign had
the number of Iraqi deaths,
American and British deaths
and the number of weapons
of mass destruction found,
which we all know is zero."
Nickels also spoke about
how the fire has affected his
family We do not hate the
person who burned our sign
and home because we believe
in forgiveness," he said. "We
feel sadness for our children
who must live through this."
He said he didn't know
what to expect of the rally, but
was pleased with the turnout.
"I am also encouraged that

short speeches to give at the
rally. The rally also was open
to other people who wanted to
voice their opinions.
Senior Kristen Nolen, a
social work major and student
of Hunter, said she was especially upset about the fire. "I
have always been inspired by
how Cindy Hunter's values
have bled out of the classroom
and into her everyday life,"
she said. "She has always challenged her students to stand
up for their opinions."
Senior Brooke Heffcmon, a
social work major, spoke on
the lack of media coverage of
the fire. She said she was glad
that such a large group of
media was at the rally because

so many people have the --in*'
feeling about the Importance
Of the tntilom at -[>>\h " Iv
said. "People BN MVlnfl
things, and we an1 .ill thinking
We are taking steps against
dehumanizing people."
Nickels added that, "the
death of one sign has now
begotten many more. We
invite you to make more
signs, but with respect. Lffl
Hunter also spoke. "1 may
not be in agreement with soldiers [having to tight] in Iraq,
but I know it is for the idea
that the Iraqis will have this
same opportunity we h.ne
now to express our opinions," she said "There .in'
two sides to everything."

WEEKEND: Some events sold out
WEEKEND, from page I

Pops Concert," freshman
Tiffany Dann said. "I'm
excited to see them and to
go to the football game
with them.''
Tickets are $1050 and may
be purchased either in advance
or at the door of entrance D of
the Convocation Center.
"This weekend is always
packed," Rooney said. "It's
such a wonderful campus;

parents
always
enjoy Shania Twain as her openspending a beautiful fail ing act for two world tours,
according to the Parent s
weekend here."
Some popular events Weekend Web lite
The annual gala dinner
already arc sold out.
A performance by the at D-hall taking place
Celtic-inspired
band Saturday night with seatLeahy Friday night in ings at 5, 6 and 7 p.m. also
Wilson Hall Auditorium at has sold all its tickets.
Information on Parent s
8 p.m. has sold out. The
Canadian group, consisting Weekend can be found M
of four brothers and five www.jmu.edu/parents or by
sisters, was chosen bv calling x8-3193.

EAT WOK West Side

f

oriental gourmet

219 BurgMs Road
Tel S40.442.7200
Fax. S40.442.7227

OPEN LATE
Until 2AM Saturday
Until 1AM Sunday, to Friday ^
Campus Special

~$1

•PEN!
In Harrtaonburg Croeelng

»^ order of any I earner entjaee.
■ ■ • ■ a « • a • • • •• • • • •••••«•••••

Barber Shop^^Stvling Salon
<$6. tiff Haircuts For Men and Women
Specializing in Flat-Tops, High & Tights, Cornrowing, Twisting,
Highlights, Foiling, Perms, and all your styling needs

Walking Distance from JMU
Route 3 transit bus stop located in front of shop

Lunch Special Cemblnatten
MU.fUandup

$U.IU and

Walk-ins
635 Rte. 33 West
442-6722

up

Ha

rW RaFf owron

RTs

The Haunted Cornfield

is back
\f\r
0, I

Fn.rS Sa».
"-,'1 17.18 *

M

»■»■"■,

' r' c ^ ^ i~

?/,,?*

Thrtr. FV». Fi ^.i'.

Oel 30,31 * N»v.'
a pn, - -" 00,
ArJmtoVm To.^fl

From Croii Keyi Id
kitn coil on Port Republir Rd
Go 3 7 m and turn left en Pinrvilt Id
Go I ( mi ond Urn or* Volt, V*» Id
Go 1 «tt Cornfield on nfjht
Iron tl. 3]
•enn loird turn witti on lawyer Id
Go ) 4 m. lorn right on PinevJc Id
Go 0.1 mr ond turn Mt onto Volley Vie*

Go lain.
From II 340
lorn *e>l on Porl lepooW Id
Go 6 mi and torn right on lawyer Id
Go } 3 r* and turn on Good. Mil Id
Go 0 5 mi and turn right on lonoty Id
GoOSmilet

Come out & support the fight
against Breast Cancer!
RT's will be donating a % of their sales
from Parent's Weekend to ZTA & the
Susan G. Komen Breast Cancer Foundation
120 University Blvd.
IOpen 11 am -9p.m.
I Monday-Saturday
I Dine In or Carry Out

(540) 438-0080
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NEWS

verything On Mei
Every Day 99*
Domestic and International Foods!
A New Concept in Fast Food Service!

Hot Soups
Are Here! (16oz)

Chicken Nuggets (6)
Steak Finger* 13)
Baked Roa.l Pork Bun
Steamed Roast Pork Bun
Crab Rangoon (3)
Chow* Slkki (4)
Onion Rings IS)
French Frits
Corn Nuggsts (10)
Fried Mushrooms (7)
Apple Turnover

Chicken Rice Vegetable Soup
Chicken Noodle Vegetable Soup
Beat Vegetable Soup
Pork DumpHng Soup
Beel Rice Vegetable Soup
Chicken Vegetable Soup
Chicken Dumping Soup
Vegetable Dumpling Soup

Cheese Pizza
Pepperoni Pizza
Spring RoBs (2)
Steamed Dumpings 14)
Egg Ron 11)
Yam Tatars
MM Corn Dogs (4)
Fried DampBngs 14)
Fried Bread IS)
Fortune Cookie 110)
Chips

Better Ingredients.
Better Pizza.

Soft Drink* . Iced Tea (Wow 32 ozs.)
Pius Mora Items To Come!

171 C Neff Avenue - (540) 433-1142
(Directly behind the Valoy Mai In Shopping Canter with Classic Cleaners and Classic Tuxedo)
HOURS:

EVERYDAY

11 a.m. - 10 p.m.

pr Jfa.looi««n tywtyoxfyrt
Costume
.1 Rental
Wigs
Beards
Glasses

Hat.
Teeth

t£

187 N. Main St.
Harrisonburg
434-8272

Wings
Costumes
Pimp Jewelry

9:30-5:00
Monday
thru
Saturday

^pairpti^g^r*

Ashby

Crossing
Almost everyone's

RATES

CRAFT
HOUSE

have already increased

ALL YOUR GRIltf
Come into the office before

Thanksgiving
and receive 2003 rates in 2004!
ular rice
!
10%off^
with JAC Card

.journals.8»
OPEN
Mon-Fri 9am-8
Sat 9am-5 pm
434-9987
313 C Neff Ave
(Behind Valley Mall)

Security Deposit
Waived

cards

Rental Rates include: phone
cable
ethernet
1191 Devon Lane
water
Harrisonburg,VA2280l
432-1001
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CANCER: Survivors speak

SONGS: Funds raised

CANCER, from page 3
positive thinking, a good atti-*
tude and just taking it one day
at a time, we got through
this," she said.
Kelly Milton, the other breast
cancer survivor on the panel,
also attributed her survival to an
environment of constant love
and support. "I have to believe
it was my family and my faith
that kept me going," she said.
"Cancer is a big part of who
I am; it defines me," Milton said.
She underwent a long process of
recovery after being diagnosed
in 1988, when she knew of no
friends or support groups
involved with the fight against
breast cancer.
"It's up to you to educate
yourself and become your own
advocate," Milton said.
Because of tiw severity of her
case, Milton underwent over six
months of chemotherapy, but
beat the cancer even after it
came back a second time.
She later became pregnant
with her fourth child. "It was

SONGS, from page 3
"Noti-oriety is always
one of my favorites,' Mini
Emily Scott said. She said she
liked how they got the audience involved.
Co-«d a cappella group
Low Key sang next, and
among its selections were
David Lee Murphy's "Dust
on tlu- Bottle."
Afterwards, all-male a cappella group The Madison
Project performed, and then
Into Hymn, an all-girl Christian
a cappella group followed.
After they finished,
comedy improv group New
and Improv'd put on acts
as a break from the singing.
The group included the
audience, as the audience
members shouted out suggestions and various skits
that New and Improv'd
could perform.
"I think they are hilarious,"
G>lcman said. "It added a twist
to the singing."
The
Overtones
and

good to know there could be life
after cancer," Milton added.
After hearing the trials these
women went through, the reality of the disease affected students. "It made me n-ali/e how
important it is as a woman to be
informed about this disease,
and how widely it affects our
population," sophomore Erin
Barocca said.
Stacey Armstrong ('02), a former member of ZTA, told a
more somber tale of her family's
experience with breast cancer.
"It doesn't just affect the man or
woman diagnosed," she said.
"The emotional, psychological
and spiritual effects forever stay
with those all around them."
When Armstrong was a senior in high school, her mother lost
her long battle with cancer. "I lost
my mom - my best friend — to
breast cancer," Armstrong said,
"She didn't get to see me go to my
prom, or walk across the stage at
my high school graduation."
Armstrong, who now has
dedicated her career to breast

cancer education, said, "Even
though my mom's story is the
hardest thing I have ever been
through in my life, her story is
not the majority"
Armstrong works for the
National Breast Cancer Coalition
in Washington, DC, and said she
believes it is events like these that
will spread awareness.
Sophomore Katie Miller, a
member of ZTA, said she counted on ZTA's charity and her
mother's story for inspiration.
"My mom was definitely a
major factor tor me in organizing the event," Miller said
Sophomore Erin Mot. ill I Mid,
"1 think the event turned out
amazingly — it really brt>ught
everyone closer together to fight
breast cancer."
Armstrong said. The most
important thing is that it takes
more than one person or organization — it takes axjperation. It
takes running the races; it takes
peopk* like you aiming to this.
That is how we are going to eradicate this disease."
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CLASS:
Poverty
taught

BluesTones sang as well.
All-male a cappella group
Fxit 245 ended the evening
by singing three songs
including Justin Timberlake's
"Cry Me A River."
Junior Jason Ratliff,
music director of Exit 245,
said, "We were founded to
lend our talents in order to
bring awareness to issues
that other people might not
know about. Our group
supports good causes, such
as this concert."
During the entire concert, the audience responded enthusiastically by clapping and cheering to the
various songs the a cappella groups performed.
"A lot of times, at these
concerts, people don't
have the chance to participate," Scott said.
Sophomore Blair Naylor
said, "I attended the concert
because it was benefiting a
good cause, and I love the a cappella groups."

CLASS, from page $
on social security.
"A web of poverty is
hard to get out of," Akerson
said "If it's not one thing,
it's another."
A majority of participants learned this, since
may of them ended up in a
state worse than when they
started — many were evicted or without'utilities.
"It gave me a good idea
of what poverty is like, and
will allow me to be more
empathic towards limited
resource families,'' snimr
Jennifer Seaman said.
Senior Haley Phillips
said, "We got a glimpse of
what poverty is like in our
nursing classes, [however] this gave us a more
hands-on experience."

Looking for something to

do on Parents Weekend?

5K for Komen

$10 before the race, $15 race day

Saturday, November 1st. 9am
Col legs Center Field
And don't forget to visit sponsor, JAMES fJ/[cHONE
cwtlrv
antique
James McHone Antique Jewelry

For a registration form e-mail Lauren klnelslm@Jmu.edu

body

Urr|que"
The world's largest
Custom-Fit Pattern Company

The Unique Patterns Bodyskanner
is coming soon to.«

Don't Sew? No Problom Wo
enn r»
seamslress^ii to construct
yoin custom Fashions.

Or, wo oan toaoh you i »ow io sew
arid enter the world of creative
expression through —

60 West Market Street

For thoM "Who are hard to fit dua

Harrisonburg. Va

to a medical or physical condition.

434-5663

Uniqua Patterns and Ragtime

Your $99 Package Includes:

October 29 to November 1. 2003

Fabrics would like to offer a 10°»
discount off the price of the

Appointment Recommended

•Your Accurate Measurements From the bodyskanner
•1 Free Custom-Fit Pattern
•One year subscription to Unique Times Quarterly Newsletter
•Education Class for Fit and Preference Techniques
•Ongoing Support Through the Member Service Toll Free Line

Bodyskanner package as well as
a free image report ($30 value).

www.ragtimefabrics.com

Bring Mom to this
special event on
Parents Weekend!!,

Body altering surgeries or
treatments can make it difficult to
ftnd clothing to fit comfortably and
feel good in We want to offer you

Book an Appointment Today!

the peace of mind that comes

•Guaranteed Shipping Time on Core wardrobe Patterns
•Over 600 patterns to choose from including Buttenck & McCALLS
•Cora Wardrobe Pattern Specials

Gear up for the ColdnLH **r

with feeling comfortable and
looking good!

numiiswri /\RCTERYX r GREGORY

HatS,Gloves & Jackets from
The North Face-Patagonia
**
Marmot-Mountain Hardwear ■
■nTH^e
Pacific Trail
BHaMl
W

MOUNTAIN

mma

„

we also Carry a full selection of
Daypacks-Timbuk2 Bags-Nalgenes
Lumbar Pacl^-mking Boots & Shoes
Patagonia Capilene-Sleeping Bags
Backpacks ©Marmot

Located on the Sheraton Access Road 1544 E, Market St. Harrisonburg 434-7234
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Staying out of trouble?
Good grades?
Saving moneys?
Are you making your parents proud?

NEWS

TATTOO?
..

WHERE TO GO?

ASK A SENIOR!!

Then make em prove it
AT OUR PARENTS WEEKEND SALE!
Oct 31. HOT I & 2

You will score even more points
when y/ou tell tkem everything
is on sale at big discounts
<2

6*25-6

*xm

mam

-T/\TTC)€)
&

200 tSouih <ZAVL <=Ha.\\lionb\x\q

SKI & SKATE
A *i *i 7*101 la front of E«Mie .Depot
•KTj " / ZUI on ^^ess rd
■ Pri IH sat 10-4 sun 12-

Hours:
Mi in -Timis 12 Noon to 8pm
Fit & Sat. 12 Noon to 10pm
Closed Sunday
Monday piercing unavailable

Call for monthly
Anniversary Specials

THURSDAY, OCT.

[Families] may visit their son or daughter
in college and forego Halloween for their
younger child, or pass on the rare opportunity of seeing their child in college in order
to celebrate Halloween at home.
see hone edrtofi.l, below
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On a college campus... as much difference
exists between Halloween and any other weekend as exists between Good Charlotte songs.

OPINION
HOUSE

DEAN CAMP

junior
see column, below

EDITORIAL

Poor university planning hurts students, parents, children, athletics
Parent's Weekend normally is a
chance for some students to be greeted
by their parents, whether they are the
homesick freshmen or the rarely home
upperclassmen. Either way, a visit from
mom and dad usually equals some free
meals and a restocking of the refrigerator, in addition to family time.
This year, however, JMU decided to
schedule Parent's Weekend on Halloween
weekend. Not only is the date later than
usual, it provides a stack of problems for
students, as well as for parents.
Many JMU students celebrate
Halloween in style with costume parties
or other social functions. Some might
argue that JMU students having parties is
no different from any other weekend during the school year.
With parents in town, though, some
students will be forced to stay in, keeping
them from being festive — a quality that
makes JMU popular ana unique.
However, having Parent's Weekend this
weekend also affects the families.
Many JMU parents have younger children that still celebrate Halloween by
trick-or-treating through the neighborhood, or by giving out candy to fellow
trick-or-treaters. Families now are faced
with a tough decision. They may visit
their son or daughter in college and
forego Halloween for their younger child,
or pass on the rare opportunity of seeing
their child in college in order to celebrate
Halloween at home.
If parents choose the latter and stay
home, JMU will not benefit in many ways.
Financially, JMU, as well as trie
Harrisonburg community, will not profit if
that is the case. Every parent and every couple that decides to stay at home is one less
hotel room filled. For every parent that does
not visit his or her child, restaurants in
Harrisonburg do not sell two or three meals.
The JMU Bookstore, which makes a
large amount of money from Parent's

Weekend, also will lose out because sales of
JMU merchandise likely will decline. That
seems unusual for a university that likes to
cash in anytime it spots an opportunity.
Crowds at Saturday's football game
against the University of Rhode Island also
might feel the impact, although some could
argue that the crowd in recent years on
Parent's Weekend has been weak anyway.
The lack of parents also may affect attendance at the other sporting events JMU is
hosting this weekend, such as men's and
women's soccer and field hockey.
In the meantime, because JMU is a very
active campus, many student organizations
might have wanted to host Halloween programs for area youth. In recent years, some
underclassmen residence halls have participated in allowing Harrisonburg children
to trick-or-treat through the buildings. But,
if students will be preoccupied with entertaining their parents for the weekend, it
would be hard to participate in or host such
programs this year.
Not only does having Parent's
Weekend this late cause problems with
Halloween, but it also may cause problems for students with a line of projects
and papers due in upcoming days as the
semester nears its critical point. If Parent's
Weekend had been earlier, students might
not have had to worry about planning
their studies and schoolwork around a
holiday and an eventful weekend.
While Parent's Weekend and
Halloween coinciding may not affect
everyone on campus, it likely will affect a
large number of students. JMU should
have planned its events, such as Parent's
Weekend, better than it did this year. One
would think that JMU would have considered other dates, especially since it's a
campus that thrives on gearing itself
toward parents — hence the importation
of mass amounts of flowers and plants
into the ground that likely will take place
over the next 24 hours.

■ A Scoop of Good Humor

Halloween offers crazy
memories, weird events

E-mail darts and pals to brrr/edp(" hounail.com
Dans &\ Pats arr submitted anonymiHtsIx and printed an a spaceavailable basis. Suhmissums are based upon one person s opinion of a
gi\*n situation, person or event and do not necessarily reflect the truth.

Pat-

Dart...
A ' pav-attention-and-c]ean-your-«arsout" dart to the freshman who tailed to
understand that the FLEX petition was an
assignment in order to promote better health
practices thniughout the JMU community.
From a group of upperclassmen who uvrk hard
for the grade and think you should listen next time

A "we're-so-glad-you're^home" pat to
the roommate who tried to drive to
Bridgewater College this past Monday only
to wind up in West Virginia.
From your three supportive roommates
wlto are sorry for bashing you, but it did take
you luv hours to do a round trip.

Pat...

Dart...
A "why-be-so-crucl" dart to the kid who
pulled the fire alarm in a lakeside dorm.
From a resident who was in the middle
of her shower.

Pat...

A "thank-you-fur-not-storming-AntrnmySeeger-with-pitchforks-.ind-U>rches" pat to
WXJM listeners e\ i-rywheiv
From two radio host novices and OUNN
Sanctuary residents uiiofrel lluy deserved to he
run out of Harrisonburg on a rail.

Dart...

A "thanks-fi>r-making-my-20th-birthdayso-wonderful" pat to all of my friends who
attempted to surprise me in dramatic fashion but failed in their attempt.
From a grateful young junior who « so
blesseil to have friends like you even tliough
things didn't go according to your plans.
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"To the press alone, chequered as it is with abuses,
the world is indebted for all the triumphs which
have been gained by
reason and humanity over error and oppression."
— James Madison

A "what-are-yi>u-.muking" dart to
the random kid in the RamoiM* I-hni
shouting that he 'v.inted to "get naked
and start a revolution."
from a freshman girl who thinks you don't
need to he naked to he mdttHg.

EDITORIAL POLICY
Ths bouts «dfa - i
apmkm of the •teoral
Kwd a** whiJc, and iin-n MOMMttf IIK1 i<pinn<n .rfany
individual itaf? member irf TV Hreei*
Editorial Roan):
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Ali*nn Fury**
M-innuini; F-diit>f
Adam
OpMIM i
UuerM<>thceJ)i«w*ii.«iLllxn..M,1.r,- dm xV word*.
COMMM Aould be no wan than 900 wonk "»i l»'tli
will be puhltthrd mi .1 »rwce available haai* Th« RUM lv
delivered Mj TV (ueerc by nm m Tundm <* S p.m. Frklay.
TV Brew mervet the ntfhi i.mlii f.ncl.miy and
The i^»inton^ in thM MCltOfl do IM MOI MM K reflet, t
the opinion of rh» rwwiptpei, dhM acafl
Madivin Untvmti

DeanCamp
and performing a few impromp[I is evident at first glance that tu Buck-and-Wing tap steps.
Halloween is around the corner
As a kid, there never was
because the leaves are changing anything more disappointing
colors, the convenience stores than dressing up in the gorihave begun selling candy in est, most piss-your-pants
large sacks and the pumpkins scary costume you could find,
around town have that expres- and then having the woman
sion of glazed-over delight that at the first house say, "Aww.
can be produced only by having You are so adorable."
1 would be thinking,
the contents of one's head
"Adorable? I'm not adorable!
scooped out with a spoon.
Most importantly, the telltale I'm deadly! Look at this dansign that Halloween is coming gling eyeball — this bloodis that Rite-Aid has adorned its gushing scar! I'm horrifying!
"I'll bite your face off! I'll
walls with pin-jointed, cardboard scarecrows whose limbs drink your blood and eat your
are mangled in impossible con- dog's arm off and then I'll take
tortions as if they just had a con- my dagger and slice your — Yes,
frontation with an irate bull, or I'd like a Tootsie Roll. Thank
Krhaps wore fired at the wall you, ma'am." They always had
that leverage over you.
i cannon blast.
My favorite part about
I jest, but, honestly, if it
were not for the local phar- Halloween was that if you
mtcy'l lestive holiday decors, stayed out late enough, the p.n
I never would know what ents eventually would run t>ut of
month it is. I even have a sys- candy and, still feeling obligated
to give you something, would
tem that works rather well.
If there arc paper witches start doling out items lying
■nd Kuecrowt, it must be around the house. I'd come
Halloween. If there is a card- home with yogurt, cough drops.
board cutout of Shaquille Certs and even the occasional
O'Neal standing with his mom bottle of Zantac75. The Zantac75
white spinning a bowl of soup tablets particularly were valuon one finger, it is Mother's Day. able in the world of lunch table
If there arc plastic roiniKxr trading because any vitamin not
On the rOOfc it's t hnslmas. If resembling a member of the
there arc real rcindeer on the Rubble family was a rarity.
It was for all of these borderroof, it's April Fools' Day If the
MWIpINI reads "Arnold line illegal reasons that I used to
Schwarzenegger elected," then look forward to Halloween all
it also must be April Fools' Day. year long. On a college campus,
When 1 was vounger I loved however, as much difference
Halloween because it is the only exists between Halloween and
child-oriented holiday in which any other weekend as exists
there is no chance whatsoever between CHXXI Charlotte songs.
This is because if you live in a
will will receive, and/or be
forced to wear, anything itchy residence hall, you have kids
— that is, assuming you're not knocking on your door to ask for
food around the clock, Monday
dressing up as the clap.
I always liked the hobo cos- thnwgh Saturday I say Monday
tume as a kid. You did not need a through Saturday because
get-up because the hobo Ux>k is Sundays generally are reserved
created simply by not bathing for for stopping by to ask for carpet
a solid month — which, coinci- cleaner. Generally, the food bordental! v, is how a hobo is created. rowed Saturday now is part of a
It was cost efficient, too. You puddle in the hallway.
As a result of this monotony,
did not have to purchase anything, \oui patents saved some I plan to spice things up a bit
tnoftty on water bills, and usiul- this year by, say, answering the
lv roil COUld earn a couple e\lr,i
nickels by laying out your hat
see HAUJOV/EEN. page H
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2035-91 East Market St.
Skyline Village Shopping Ctr.

Ov^

(540) 432-9099

16 Kindf of fizz* m Parte • falad *> PerrerT

Large l-Tapping

Large Value Pack

One large round pizza
with crteere and one topping.

Two large round an* -topping pirrar pfc»
on* large garlic bread or dorerl. Cheore
from Ormaaor. toll, Apple, or Chocolate

540 434 4700
CTatBWlWM

The Joshua Wilton House Inn & Restaurant
"The Best Restaurant in Harrisonburg"
-eightyone magazine
While in Harrisonburg, make us your first choice for elegant lodging and dining. We have five
sumptuously appointed overnight rooms offered in a "bed and breakfast" format. Additionally, we
offer fine dining in five intimate dining rooms and a brick patio (weather permitting). The a la carte
menu offers the best and most exciting cuisine in the central Shenandoah Valley. The executive chef
uses only the finest farm-raised meats, fresh seafood, and locally grown produce. Be sure to stop by and
see us, or visit our website for more information.

The Inn

412 South Main Street
Harrisonburg, VA 22801

The Restaurant

•Queen sized beds and private baths
•Preferred dinner reservations
•Pull breakfast included in room rate
•Only four blocks from campus

•Mne Spectator Award of Excellence
•Vegetarian/vegan options
•Serving dinner only Tues-Sat
•Reservations recommended

(540) 4344464
www.joshuawilton .com

Warning: Room reservations for graduation and Parent's Weekend are booked exactly one year in advance by a lottery system.
Dinner Reservations are taken beginning at 10:00AM on the second Tuesday in January for that calendar year. Call for further information.
MAINSTREET BAR <V GRILL
■in 1 H MAII

►JOVEM^ER

Tim
Wm4
Thu
\m
AN Advance licked can be purchaaad al Malaatreet Bar a> (iritl, rlaev H'barr., or oaliae at
Maiaatreelrocka.coea. For •how (Ini aad iafo pleaae call Malax reel al 540-4.12-*»6.v For
bead bookiag plea** call Saacoaat RatartaauMBf at 540-574-2905. Thar* la a eurcharge for
al ikowi for eadcr 21.
Trie NCI-WORK
w/gaeete aba. SS.
cover

VIRGINIA
COALITION
w/gaaat* AcMya aV

IAMI

THE P1ETA.STF.RS
w/gaeet The
Jareeatah Prophatl
Baad. So. Adv. SS.

n

p—r

srcoNB

HARVEST.
AGENTS OF THE
SUN. a* OTHERS..
IS. covar
nVEWlSE,
8UFERMACK, A
MONTICEI.I.O
ROAD. 17. covar

12

Friday. S*. Adv.
$1*.

MIANKTAIK
L4BRABV. BAD LIVES
Of THE HOLLYWOOD
l-OVEES, SLIGHT!. V
NOMETHINC;, a VIKI
NOVA. S3, aavar
It

INDIGENOUS
WOMB w/gacet The
Butlarhouae Band.
So. cover

SOL TRIBE
w/guests «ba. $7.
cover

STUDENTS: CUT OUT AND POST.

"ALL NEW*
"CLUB 222"
SPECTACULAR
BAKS1DE
SPECIALS! lit
TIME EVER ALL
COLLEGE ID'S
FREE for 21 at

UP. ALL LADIES
FREE for 21 A
UP. (SS. surcharge
under 21) DJ MIX
fc. MASTER MIKE

•FABULOUS
FRIDAYSWALL TO
WALL
CROWDS,
FREE PAPA
JOHN'S PIZZA
10pm to llpai,

at DJ JOEY
MORGAN
FROM DC
ipinnlng the
HOTTEST
DANCE
TRACKS IN
THE NATION!

7003

*ALL NEW*
"MEGA MIX"
DJ &
DANCING
COMES TO
SATURDAY
NIGHT with
JOEY
MORGAN
RETURNING
WITH TOP
40, HIP HOP,
DANCE &
PARTY
CLASSICS.
MUSIC THAT
EVERYONE
KNOWS!

THURSDAY, OCT.

OPINION

"The booth in the back
of Buffalo Wild Wings
In/ the big screen TV
because nothing
matters therr."

"Taylor Down Under
because it's not as
quiet as the library,
and there'* enough
action for me to be
productive."

Alex Otero

Erin Sochaski

sophomore, finance and Spanish

sophomore, international business

"In my car because it
takes me away from
everything and sets
my soul free."

campus
SPOTLIGHT

^^^^^m

KYRA fM-^ftUunlorplumtniplitr
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"My bubble bath
because I can get away
from everything."

.1 ..I. Garofalo

I.iz Workman

senior, HTM

junior, marketing and HTM

"IpWhere is the most tranquil place in your life?*%"
HALLOWEEN: Eating
unwrapped candy safely

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Satori Records review
hurts JMU musicians
— poor job by writer
Dear Editor
I'd like to take a minute to
comment on the article "Satori
Records relishes sweet release"
in the Oct 27 issue of The Breeze.
First, I will comment how on
how unprofessional I thought
the article was.
Brian King, Ryan Ostrander
and Ross Copperman presented themselves as talented
musicians who were coming
together to promote their new
record label. The article should
not have praised one musician
while bashing the other two.
This is beside the fact that
the comments about Ostrander
and Copperman could not
have been more wrong. To say

Student enrollment
board seeks input
regarding admissions
Dear Editor.
As |MU student, faculty and
staff are aware. President
Linwood Rose has created a
Presidential Commission to create a blueprint for enhancing
diversity at )MU. The commission will be composed of three
subcommittees to study faculty
employment, staff employment
and student enrollment.

that Ostrander "showed very
little stage presence" and that
Copperman "resolved himself
to unclear — almost abysmal
— endings to his songs, reinforcing the impression that he
Is more poet than musician"
simply is ridiculous.
After reading such inaccurate criticism, it is obvious that
the person who wrote this article is not an artist of any kind.
She rullv is entitled to her opinion. However, when you are in
the position of writing an article
that hundreds of students will
read and be influenced by,
please take the time to make
appropriate criticism, not ludicrous statements that do anything but tell the truth
Secondly, the fact that the
article only commented on
King's fun "crowd-pleasing"
songs shows immaturity on the

writer's part. Did she somehow actually miss the amazingly talented songs written
and performed by these three
artiste, or was she simply interested in "pleasing" the readers
of her article by only commenting on songs titled "I'm
Drunk" and "Midnight Poo"?
Students at JMU are talented
and fully capable of presenting
their talents, as seen by the performances by King, Ostrander
and Copperman. By only mentioning those titles, she presented a false portrayal of these
artists. She failed to mention
their true talent.
Why would anyone choose
to present a false image of JMU
students, portraying them as
incapable musicians? This totally contradicts the headline of
the article — "Three students
begin music label, hold promo-

tional concert at TDU." Is this a
promotional article that she has
written and that now is published in our school newspaper?
It would be one thing if the
article included accurate negative criticism. As someone
who works in the arts, I fully
understand that negative criticism must be taken —■ it Is part
of the business.
However, the negative criticism was inaccurate and
immature, showing she obviously has no idea what true
talent is. After reading her
article, I am left with the
impression that she is more of
a superficial writer than
someone who takes the time
to write an .uiuiate article
that promotes the true talent
of our |MU peers
Haley Firetti
freshman, theatre

In order to look at student
enrollment, the Admissions
Subcommittee will host two
open forums for members of
the JMU community. The
purpose of these forums is to
seek input from the community on how JMU can
enhance the recruitment,
enrollment and retention of a
diverse student body.
Participants would be
encouraged to share their
thoughts and ideas on how
JMU can enhance diversity
on campus so students, facul-

Ji and staff are exposed to
ifferent perspectives, interpretations and points of view
One forum will focus on the
undergraduate experience and
one will focus on the graduate
experience. Speakers are asked
to focus on the future — not
the past — and to share ideas
and thoughts that will assist
JMU in achieving a diverse
student body. Speakers will be
asked to keep their comments
to two minutes.
The graduate forum will
be held Wednesday, Nov. 5

from 9 to 10:30 a.m. in Taylor
Hall room 402.
The undergraduate forum
will be held Thursday, Nov. 6
from 2 to 3:30 p.m. in Taylor
Hall, room 305.
If you are unable to attend
a forum, feel free to submit
your thoughts and ideas to
me, Michael Walsh, chair of
the Admissions Subcommittee
at walshmd.
Thank you for your continued support.
Michael D. Walsh
director of Admissions

Harrisonburg Baptist Church
WELCOME PARENTS!
Join us for worship Sunday, November 2nd
at 11:00 a.m. to celebrate:
Virginia Baptist Collegiate Ministries Day
Free coffee and doughnuts 10.-15 a.m. - / J :00 a.m.
for all students and parents'.

-

501 South Main Street • 2 blocks north of campus
www.h.irri>oiiburKh.iptiM.com * Transportation available • 433-2456

Now Accepting Flex!

HAUX)WEES.from page 9
You would be hard
door in a teddy. When trick-or- pressed to find a parent in
treaters ask me what I am sup- the entire country who,
posed to be, I will answer with when spotting that guy on
a broad grin, "still in prison."
the lawn, would call to his or
If I manage to run out of her daughter, "Oh, darling,
candy, I just am going to paint your friend is here! Yeah, you
a big red 'X' on the doorstep know, the one with the cloak,
and splatter ketchup all over top hat, leather gloves, crowthe porch. Everybody steers b.ir, trench coat even though
clear of it. Believe me, it it's sunny out, creepy grin
and the bulge in his pants.
worked at Easter
One benefit of Halloween in Isn't his name Timmy?"
college is that you are free from
Admittedly, 1 have inherit
the parental restraints of child
ed a small portion of this
1
hood For mst.iiKv, our parent ' ptfMrial p.tr.tnoia, which often
.ilw.iys were telling us not to nips at my conscience like a
eat any unwrapped candy.
yappy dog at the ankles of a
This didn't help me avoid man in licorice pants. Every
eating suspicious sweets It time I am handed a caramel
just meant that I never apple or an unmarked hard
unwrapped my candy before candy, a little voice in the back
consuming it. My blood still It of my head screams, "It's poiquite rich in celloph.wu'
soned! Kick her .ind run!" It is
Our society is extremely an unfortunate coincidence
paranoid of these rumored that the chief distributors of
serial poisonings and child- shady, unmarked hard candy
abducting "strangers." In resi- happen to be well-intentioned
dential areas, there are posted elderly folk
signs that read "Neighborhood
It's an even more unfortuWatch" and feature a pictorial nate coincidence that many of
of a stereotypical, "up-to- these well-intentioned elderly
something" sneaky guy. These folk are close personal friends
signs seem to declare proudly, with well-trained lawyers, If
"We, for one, are looking out anybody wants to bring me
for this guy."
lunch or perhaps some
Now, these signs depict a wrapped, brand-name candy,
black man — not an African- I'm going to be working roadAmerican, mind you, but a side community sen ice for
man entirely devoid of light — the next 30 to 45 years. I will
donning a witch hat and cape. be the one in the teddy.
Dean Camp is a sophomore
It suffices to say that we're all
SMAD major.
looking out for that guy.

H China Express

Free Delivery
(540) 568-9899
Flex Accepted
Open until 1 am

Special Combination Platter 25<f Cheese Wonton

All Entrees served with Plain Fried Rice. Spring Roll. & Soup:
Choice of Soup: Wonton, Egg Drop or Hot 4 Sour

(limit 2 with $15 purchase)

General Tso's Chicken
•.*»«,
Beef with Broccoli only *0
Sweet and Sour Chicken
and more

Dairy Lunch Menu (11 00am - 4:00 p.m.)
Served withPlainFried Rice and Spring Roll

Menu, All Specials Listed on

Lunch Special
$3.95 and up

]®[L®®teOn.com

Harrisonburg 0B/GYN Associates, PC
C. Larry Whitten, MD M. Catherine Sluaher, MD Louis E. Nelson, III, MD
Herbert E. Bing, MD Michael J. Botticelli, MO Jason K Gentry, MD
Maribeth P. Loynes, MD Sherry L. Mongold, FNP
Are pleated to announce

Maribeth P. Loynes, MD

433-4800

Mm Misoi Street

433-1021

434-0070

2485 Souu Main Street

78 Cirlioi Street

Hat joined their practice ofObttetrict and Gynecology
September 1, 2003
2291 Evelyn Byrd Avo.
Harrisonburg, VA

(540) 434-3831
(8001 545-3348

Accepting New Patients

hink you may be

pregnant?
HARRISONBURG

Pregnancy Center

Free Reg. Soda
with purchase of any sandwich

FREE AND CONFIDENTIAL PREGNANCY TESTS

Call 434-7528

With this coupon, Exp. 11/06/03
One per Coupon per person per visit. Not Valid with
any other otter.

Q

■1

QuunosSuB

JAC CARDS ACCEPTED
Beside Harrisonburg Crossing. 540-432-1302
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Scary experiences, urban legends
provide entertainment for students
Story by contributing writer Jessica Groover • Art by contributing artist Shawn Ryan

1

he group is sirring around
the campfire in the woods,
am. and can hear animals howling in the distance. The campfire
crackles, heartbeats accelerate and
eyes are opened wide. Everyone is
thinking about the story of how a
young girl was killed in the same
woods they are sitting in at the
moment. The speaker begins with, "It
was a dark and stormy night..." It is
the classic beginning to a storytelling
session, a time-old practice that many
have been a part of before.
Around fall and Halloween, scary
stories and experiences often are popular, whether the storytellers or listeners choose to believe in the paranormal or not. The practice of telling stories can set a haunting mood and
sometimes scare listeners.
A frightful story does not have to
be passed down from person to person, however. Many occur to people
in real life, as freshman Ayla Colella
experienced at age 12.
One day after swim practice,
Colella was in the locker room with
some friends when they noticed a
girl walk by who was crying.
Thinking that she was upset over
something petty, they ignored her,
until she sat down and told them her
daunting experience.
The girl told Colella and her
friends that she had been home alone
watching television when she looked
in the mirror and saw a man in her
house, staring at her, with a large,
black stocking cap over his head.
Immediately, the girl ran out
of her house while the man
followed beside her in a
black car without license
plates. The girl ran several
blocks before entering the locker room
of the pool just prior to telling her story.
Colella's father, along with other
fathers whose daughters told them
the story, responded by checking the
area, but the car and its owner were
gone. Colella and friends never heard
what happened, or saw the girl again.
"1 was little when [it hardened], so
I used to be afraid to stay home alone,"
Colella said. "I was always scared —
I'd look in the mirror and [think I'd]
see someone watching me."
Popular scary movies also affect
people in a way that causes them to
become scared more easily than they
normally would, as sophomore Andy

Case discovered last summer.
While driving around with some
friends late one foggy night, they took a
rum down an unfamiliar, wooded road
and noticed how much the setting
seemed like a scene out of the movie "I
Know What You Did Last Summer."
Caso and her friends then
noticed a figure in shabby
clothing riding a bike on the
other side of the road. They
immediately were frightened at the sight of someone riding a
bike in foggy conditions at 1 a.m.
Soon after, she and her friends
realized that they were on the wrong
road and had to rum around and pass
the person on the bicycle. As they
approached, they saw what appeared
to be a homeless man on the bike.

—iiThe difference between an
urban legend and a
regular legend is that a
regular legend usually
ends on a positive note.
—Johnson Ho
senior

?S
While passing by, Caso made eye
contact with the man and noticed a
glare in his eye just before he abruptly
swung his bike in the direction of her
friend's car. The driver of the vehicle
swerved to the other side erf the road,
barely missing the man on the bike.
Like Colella, Caso's experience
still affects her.
"I tend to, when a scary thing
happens to me or I see a scary movie,
keep (that experience) with me,"
Caso said. "I was really paranoid for
the next few days."
In Caso's situation, she uses the
event for entertainment, and to recall
memories with friends.
The story made such a big impact
in our lives," Caso said. "We always
made jokes about it — sharing it
reminds me of my friends."

Similar to real-life scary occurrences, urban legends also seem popular to tell. An urban legend is a story
that has to do with a scary situation in
some outrageously dramatic way,
according to senior Johnson Ho.
"The difference between an
urban legend and a regular legend is
that a regular legend usually ends
on a positive note," Ho said. "Urban
legends never do."
Freshman Greg Petitt's favorite
story is a well-known urban legend,
involving a woman who always wore a
scarf around her neck.
"Her husband or boyfriend begs
her to take it off, and she says that
when the rime is right, she will,"
Petitt said. "Finally, on her death
bed, she takes [the scarf] off, and
her head falls off."
Petitt is less affected or scared by a
story such as this, compared to a real
experience told by a person who actually went through it.
"I thought it was cool," Petitt said.
"It kind of made me laugh, actually."
Sophomore Drew Burgwyn
recalls his favorite urban
legend involving a girl in
her car who was being followed. The legend says
that the girl was returning home
from a high school football game
when she noticed a car following
behind her that kept tailgating and
flashing its high beams. The car followed behind her all the way home,
and when the girl got out of her car
she realized there was a man in the
back seat with an ax. The car that had
■been following behind her and flashing its high beams every time the
man tried to attack the girl.
Urban legends also characterize
local areas, as Chantilly native
freshman Ben Nicholson claims. A
popular story in his hometown
talks about the myth of Bunnyman
Bridge, located in Clifton.
"Supposedly, there's a guy in a
bunny suit who hangs children up on
hooks," Nicholson said. "If you go
under Bunnyman Bridge, you will
see him and be murdered."
Many people have heard or told
an urban legend before. Whether to
scare a likely victim or make people
laugh at the craziness of the story,
scary stories and legends have been
— and are — continuously popular
with children and adults alike.
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k° you have tickets
for the Gala Dinner
at D-Hall for
parent's Weekend?

Be sure to save
your dinner punch
for Saturday (it's
needed with your
meal ticket.)

Focus

Show your
parents why you
voted us #18 in
the Princeton
Review I
Take them to dinner at
Madison Grill Friday night
M A D^S O N
GRILL

And

Don't have tickets?
us at PC Dukes
or Festival and
your dinner punch
is worth $8.00!

BON!
HALL

Treat them to a great
brunch at D-Hall or
Festival Sunday morning!

•

sweet:

®iiiti/a».k,.kUi<.fcu»di

saaaaaaaoo0
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it's called hiptop, it's full color, and it fits in your hand.
go ahead, e-mail, surf the web.
it comes with AOL Instant Messenger.
with fully integrated PDA.
check out our cool hiptop plans, starting as low
as $29.95 a month.
wee** SunCom

I ATM" Wireless

M**m of ih« AW W-itm NrtMrt

M1TOM LOCATIONS
HAKRISONBURC
V<tr«etpl*ce Shoppes
1866 East Market St, Suite 6
t rovs from Valley Mall near
Books- A-Million)
540 246 8440

■ "**•» Sis •*'
I "Com *tM«M»i lunCo

ST0«f HOUM;M-f«A.;»
STAUNTON
Colonial Mall
(by jCPenney)
1331 Greenville Ave
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Shenandoah Plaza
1408 Greenville Ave
(acrou from Colonial Mall
540 2S5 8380
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OcTUBAfest brings new
spin on old brass today
and tomorrow.
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"[The members of Leahy] have had
phenomenal success..."
•

JERRY WEAVER

executive assistant to the dean of the
College of Art & Letters

FILM FESTIVAL REVIEW

Sawtooth leaves movie fans thirsty for more
BY ERIN LEE

staff writer
The phrase "don't try this al
home" comes to mind after seeing
the extreme outdoor sports that
were showcased at the Sawtooth
Film Festival Tuesday night in
Grafton-Stovall Theatre. Sports
ranging from skiing, surfing bicycling and sky diving were portrayed
in a variety of short films during the
event, which drew over 150 people.
The first annual festival, presented by the University Recreation
Adventure Program, benefits the
Jaied Neville Foundation. The foundation raises money to support and
protect natural environments in the
local area, according to Eric
Deschamps, a graduate assistant for
adventure programs at UREC. The

foundation was created in memory
of Neville, a JMU student who died
in a car accident April 21, 2002. He
was an avid adventurer and a skilled
climber, Deschamps said.
The Sawtooth Film Festival is an
annual three-day screening of several
15- to 20-minute long films that are
touted by various production companies, according to the festival's Web
site, iniw.xiwtootlifilmsxxm.
The official screening of the
Sawtooth Film Festival is held in
Sun Valley, Idaho, but fsattval
Mgllllmi license the screening of
a film featuring the festival's films.
Although admission into the festival was free, $2 donations were
accepted to benefit the Jared
Neville Foundation.
Prior to the festival, a film was
played featuring senior Chad

Heddleston on a unicycle. The
footage of Heddleston performing
stunts on his unicycle, supported by a
rap music track — filmed and edited
by his friends — set the mood for the
extreme sports films that followed.
Heddleston rode through campus and Harrisonburg performing
daring acts, such as going down the
stadium steps and grinding down
the ramp railing at Godwin Hall.
The film festival featured seven
films on various extreme sports. One
film, The High Life," showed skilled
skiers at Jackson Hole, Wyo. They did
flips and jumped off cliffs, landing on
their feet most of the time. It looked
more like a video game than something people physically can do. The
skiers claimed that they do it for the
feeling they get in their stomachs,
and that they realise how small they

are compared to a mountain.
Another film, "Red Bull
Rampage," featured an extreme
mountain-biking competition. This
film showed the death-defving
stunts, as well as painful-kx>king
wipeouts, performed by bikers from
France, Canada and the United
States in the mountains of Nevada.
"Pororoca: Surfing the Amazon"
was about a group of surfers trying
to catch the endless wave in the
Amazon River. The wave is formed
when the ocean and river meet.
The surfers do this despite dangerous threats in the water, such as
piranhas, cnxrodiles and sharks, the
surfers said in a filmed interview.
"I loved the other films, especially the surfing one, because it
see FILM, page 16

Sealing the deal

l^", ''i
LAM Wliimltibulnii pholo^rupher
Canadian rocker* Dan Kurtz, Darren
Shearer and Jamie Shields, who make up
The New Deal, perform at Dave's Tavoma
Tuesday. Visit www.therMtwdetil.com for
information about the band and tour dates.

CONCERT REVIEW

phmo counny of Lnthv
The nine Leahy slbllnfa from Canada will perform with a modam Cattle flair tomorrow at 8 p.m. In Wilton Hall Auditorium.

Nine siblings bring
fresh Celtic sound
BY LEELA PEREIRA

assistant style editor
Imagine a typical family vacation — the interminable hours on
the road, the multiple whines
competing to be acknowledged
by weary parents and diverging
tastes in roadside cuisine, sightseeing and music. As frightful as
the scenario sounds, come
tomorrow, Leahy, an IrishCanadian music group comprised of nine siblings, will prove
that individual talent and cooperation run in the family.
The Halloween night concert
at 8 p.m. in Wilson Hall
Auditorium is one of many
Parent's Weekend festivities.
The Leahys — four brothers
and five sisters — hail from
Lakefield,
Ontario,
WANNA GO?
Canada.
They were
born to an
Irish father,
who taught
each
of
WHEN:
them to play
()(
i. 31
the fiddle,
and a Nova
Scotia-bom,
WHERE:
step-dancWILSON
ing mother,
II Ml
who passed
on to them \i niiiiKii M
the art of
singing, dancing and playing
piano, according to the group's
Web site, urww.lnhymusic.com.
"They're very entertaining."
said Jerry Weaver, executive
assistant to the dean of the
College of Arts & Letters. "[The
members of I.eahy) have had
phenomenal success at other
performing arts centers — especially in the Southeast"
Leahy was chosen to perform
during
Parent's
Weekend
because Celtic musk acts have
been well-received by the
Harrisonburg community in the
past, according to Weaver, who
chose Leahy for the Masterpiece
Season Encore series, which
operates through the College of
Arts & Letters. Leahy's combination of Celtic music and dance

produces an act that hopefully
will appeal to both students and
parents. Weaver said.
The Leahys exhibit a variety of Celtic musical and artistic talents, according to
Weaver. Denise sings and
plays guitar and piano.
Fiddler and bassist Siobheann
also sings. Erin sings and handles the keyboards while contributing on fiddle. Maria
sings and plays guitar and fiddle. All four brothers, Frank,
Donnell, Doug and Angus,
play the fiddle. Frank also
plays drums. Agnes — not to
be confused with Angus —
fiddles, sings and plays piano,
the Web site states. All nine of
the siblings step dance.
Leahy is famed for its "energetic, mostly instrumental
sound that could be called 'progressive Celtic,' complete with
fiery fiddle solos and crowdpleasing step dancing ... "
according to a 1999 review in
the Las Vryrzs Review-Journal.
Leahy's journey to stardom
began when a documentary about
the singing step-dancing siblings
garnered the 1985 Academy
Award for Best Foreign Student
Film, the Web site states. After the
release of its first self-titled album
in 1997 — which went platinum in
Canada — the troupe received
two Juno awards — the Canadian
equivalent of the Grammy — for
Best Instrumental Group and Best
New Group. A year later, Leahy
snatched the Juno award for Best
Country Group or Duo.
Leahy's emergence into the
forefront of the American DMsC
scene occurred when the group
opened for Canadian songstress
Shania Twain during her 199**
world tour. Weaver said.
"|Leahy's| performances
make Riverdance' look like
Lawrence
Welk
reruns,"
according to a review in Time
Out New York magazine.
For ticket information call
the Masterpiece Season Box
Office at X8-7000. Tickets are $22
for adults, $20 for senior dttzero, $18 for all JMU students
and $11 for children

New Movies:
Regal Cinema*
• "In the Cut"

Oct. 30 through Nov. 6
Compiled by Kira Colvin

-J

Grafton-Stovall Theatre
• 'American Wedding''
• "Freddy vs. Jason"

KEI Vt J \SPf-R/ w« photographer
PJ. Shaver plays the tuba at OcTUBAfest. a nationally celebrated festival that originated In 1970 at Indiana University.
OcTUBAfest will run tonight at 8 p.m. and tomorrow at 9 p.m. In Anthony Seeger Hall Auditorium.

Tooting their own horns
Annual OcTUBAfest 'breaks down stereotypes'
BY BRIGITTA LARSSON

contributing writer
In a musical twist on Oktoberfest, a
traditional German festival to welcome
the fall season, JMU had its own failwelcoming celebration with the
Monday production of OcTUBAfest in
the Anthony-Seeger Hall Auditorium to
a crowd of more than 150 listeners.
More than 50 universities across the
country also will hold their own
OcTUBAfests at their respective schools
to continue a 33-year tradition, according to the Jacksonville State University
Website, iiwnv.music.jtu.edu.
OcTUBAfest originally was started
in 1970 by Harvey ITiilips, a professor at
Indiana University, as a celebration of
the brass instruments, to raise audience
awareness of the versatility of the tuba,
according to Kevin Stees, a tuba and
euphonium professor.
Despite the somewhat whimsical
name of OcTUBAfest, the program was
exceptional. There was an eclectic mix
from harmonic and slower songs to
modem, pop-type songs. Haying together, the piano and tuba players matched
each other as they performed. For example, as the piano, which accompanied the
tuba players in each song except for one

act, would speed up, so would the tuba.
Accompanying all but one of the acts
on the piano, pianist Amy Robertson displayed a stage presence that was striking, showing no nervousness and holding herself up naturally, as though hundreds of eyes wen? not on her.
Opening the night was sophomore
Matthew Baker, who delivered "Suite
For Tuba." The second performance
by junior Jonathan Schiffler set the
energized tone for the evening on his
tuba with "Sonata For Tuba and
Piano." "1 know I had my bumps
here and there, but I still feel good
about it," Schiffler said.
"Pazane Pour Infate Otfunte'' was
delivered by sophomore Jerry Philp,
who gave the first euphonium performance of the night. He was calmer and
more melodic than Schiffler, and Philp's
performance only can be described as
beautiful, evoking a feeling of being at
peace with oneself.
Euphonist Christopher JohnsonHutton and tuba player Christopher
S/ub.i, both freshmen, played the only
duet, "Allegro," in which they seemed
out of sync with one another when compared to the other performers — possibly because they opted not to have piano
accompaniment. The piano accompani-

ment with other pieces seemed to cut
down the harshness of the tuba and
made the performano.'s flow better.
Sophomore Jonathan ITiillip played
"Sonata For Tuba and Piano," and gave a
powerful performana- through strong and
Miipiisin^lv plCMtalg iblMtVt rounds.
During his perfomwnce, pianist Robertson
played a brief cadenza, showing her talents
as a seasoned pianist and performer.
The last performance in the first act,
by freshman David Heinsen, received a
standing ovation for his "Euphonium
Concerto " He attracted the crowd with
an upbeat, fast-paced sound throughout
the piece, waking up any audience members who may not have found the previous pieces as exciting and entertaining.
Following ■ brief intermission, the
subsequent section of selections was
equally as enchanting as the Bttl
Junior Danny Tilman showed the
tuba in a less-harsh light with his
"Concerto for Bass Tuba," which balanced slower tunes with a faster beat at
points, alternating between the two,
almost .i> .) voice inflection.
'Tuba Concerto," by senior Adam
Costa, performed a harder, more somber
piece than Tilman It was a positive
sir TUBA, page 16

Places to go and things to do this weekend:
• Alston's Pub
• The Won wW perform Friday at 9 p.m
Thwe is a 110 cover at me door and 21
and up are welcomed The Borderline w*
play at the "Boo Bash" Saturday at 9 p m
There Is a $5 cover at the door. For more
Information can 432-0610

• Artful Dodger
. Jazz band The Recher Sextet wi perform tonight at 8 pjn. There M no cover
charge For Info cat 432-1179
• Bittmore Grill
• There w« be coetune karaoke DegHng
at 10 pm For mom information a* 8010221

• Flnnlgan's Cove
• Acoustic ror* artist Cory Trnksnwil
perform at 10 p.m. There is a S3 cover at the
door and a costume conteel win be held For
more Wormeson can 433-9674.

■
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TUBA: Pride for brass
culminates in fall festival

ReeL | ReFLections
1

Oscar-worthy Penn mystifies in 'River
Eastwood directs all-star cast in raw portrayal of Irish Boston
BY EVAN HALL

"MYSTIC RIVER"
STARRING:

contributing writer
Every once in a while a film
comes out with a character so
complex and so dynamic that
there only is one possible actor
in the world who could play
the part. Try to imagine lack
Nicholson ("As Good As It
Gets") playing Forrest Gump.
Sure, he's an Oscar winner,
but, sorry, nobody could have
played that role but Tom
Hanks. The casting of Sean
I'enn ("I am Sam") in Clint
Eastwood's ("Blood Work")
adaptation of Dennis I ehan's
novel "Mystic River" is another example of finding that perfect match.
Dave Boyle (Tim dobbins.
"The Truth about Charlie") was
abducted by a pair of child
molest.'r^ 2S VBBJI em ,it the
,\«i ol 111, while plaving with his
two friends Sean I Vi in.' I Kevin
Bacon, "Trapped") and |immy
Marcus, played by Perm The
trauma of the event was so horrific lor the three bovs that their
friendship dissolved and Dave's
childhood as he knew it ended.
Now in their late thirties,
Sean is a detective, Jimmy is
a former felon, and Dave is
the prime suspect in the sudden murder of Jimmy's 18year-old daughter.
The location of this film
becomes as much of a presence
as any of the main characters.
Eastwood flawlessly captures
the cold, hard streets where the
characters grew up and still live.
Set in the working class Irish
neighborhoods of Boston, the
film lends the sense that bypassing the cops is a way of life.
Headstrong Bostonians don't
always count on the police to
solve their problems. Faced with
these circumstances, Jimmy is
forced to find who killed his
daughter and his past as a con-

TIM ROBBINS,
KEVIN BACON AND
SEAN PENN
RATED:R
RUNNING TIME:

127 MINUTES
%SL ^K *Vi »xj
vict comes back to haunt him
In probably his toughest role
since "Dead Man Walking"
Perm, as Jimmy, is as good as he
ever has been. He appears completely vulnerabk' and overwhelmed with grief, yet capable
of exploding with absolute furv at
any instant — with compU^' ,liregard for anything in his way.
This performance, with the beautiful combination of frustration,
anger and wnorse, Ls comparable
to that of a young Marlon Brando
("Godfather''), and undoubtedly
Hill Iv noticed come Oscar time.
Bacon initially appears to
have the only role in the film that
is completely stable. Possibly in
an attempt to add depth to this
character, there is a running subplot added where his wife — who
has left him — constantly calk
him. but won't speak. Sean treasures the moments ot silence, missing her horribly, and tries desperately to get her to talk, hoping that
she eventually will come home.
The portrayal of Sean and his
wife may have been effecbvi' m
the book where then.1 was more
time to build each character, but
in the film, the scenes come off as
corny and contrived, and add
nothing to the overall story.
Some of these scenes should
have stayed on the editing
room floor, allowing the film to
end more naturally, as well as
ABA ing a few minutes off the

TUBA, from page 15
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break between Tilman and the
act that followed, showing listeners the full range of the
tuba's ability.
Senior Christopher Wfeise
played the euphonium to "Song
of Ina," and was very upbeat yet
not too overbearing- which was
pk'asing to those who were not
tuba connoisseurs. His performance was comparable in sound to
Heinsen's favored performance.
Organizers ended the night
on the perfect tuba note.
Closing the night was senior
P.J. Shaver, who performed a
dynamic piece, "Concerto For
Tuba." The success of the piece
only could have been attributed to his song choice and talent. Similar to Tilman's performance. Shaver slowly built
up to faster paces throughout
his piece and was timed well
with the more subdued areas
of the song.
The marriage of tuba and
piano was not expected to be as
attractive as it was to the ear. The
balance between the two provid-

All too often, people
think that we just
oompah pah ourselves
to death.
—Adam Costa
senior

5?
ed a subliminal blend of sounds,
though many would imagine
something titled OcTUBAfest to
be a thunderous evening of earpiercing blows.
"I felt that the performances
were quite diverse in how they
represented the abilities of the
tuba and euphonium," Costa
said. "AU too often, people
think that we just oompah pah
ourselves to death.
"Hopefully, we broke down
a few stereotypes," Costa said.
There are two more shows
lined up for this week — today
at 8 pm and tomorrow at 9 pm

FILM: Fund raiser, UREC
| provide dash of adrenaline
FILM, from page 15

WALLY SKALU7l«! Anitelet times
Sean Pann reprises Ms bad boy turned-good complex as an exconvict In Clint Eastwood's "Mystic River."
hour-and-20-minute-long running hmi\ ivhi.h Mvms to slow
down in the last 10 minutes.
That being said, this still is
a wonderful film.
The screenplay was written
by Academy Award winner
Brian Hclgeland, whose screenplays for "A Knight's We" and
"L.A. Confidential" put him on
the A-I.ist of Hollywood.
Having had experience as
both an actor and a director,
Eastwood knows how to inspire
great performances from the
actors in his films, and rxhihits
this characteristic brilliantly in

duties

"Mystic diver." When Academy
Award season rolls around.
"Mystic diver" may become a
common phrase.

r
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showed the lifestyle and the endless wave, which isevery surfer's
dream," Hcddleston said.
Junior Kimberly Meek, a
friend of Heddleston, came out
to see his film, and support the
Jared Neville Foundation. "I
think it is really great that this
was put on. and it is for a really great cause. I did not actually know INeville) but I have
heard from people who did
(know him) that he was amazing," she said.
Junior Hilary Bride, a UREC
Adventure Program manager,
said the surfing film was her
favorite because she did not
know such surfing was possible.
"I thought [the films|
showed a unique aspect to
the outdoors that not a lot of

Hfcfikb*

-u

...[the films] showed a
unique aspect to the
outdoors...
— Hilary Bride
|umor

M-

people get to see — the
extreme side, " Bride said.
She recommends going on
UREC trips as an alternative
to these extreme sports.
The film festival concluded with a raffle of prizes
such as water bottles, key
chains, T-shirts and calendars that were donated by
the Wilderness Voyagers on
East Market Street and the

nit

Since 1811

"Continental in the Country"

ICE CRKAM

Precious Memories

Sfecialitsng in Angus Steaks
& Worbl-cuus South African
Ubster Hub. Fresh Chesapeake
Seafood. Veal. &Fit4

A Parent's Weekend
You'll Remember!

Flavor of the Week:

Fine Dining & lodging
in the Country

Pump

Fine Wine & Cotktaib

Only 25 scenic minutes from JMU!
Hours: Friday and Saturday 5-10, Sunday 12-7
Located on Ri. 250, 12 mi. west of Staunton in the G.W. National forest
540-337-8660 www.thebuckhorninn.com

&°H,.

Looking for something to do with Mom and Dad on

.Parent's Weekend?
Treat them to a day of pottery
painting at Vow Made ft!
GUARANTEED FUN!
163 South Main £t.
Dowrmxon Harrlsooburg, Va. 22801
(next to Dave's)
5<>o-»3fHr3oo UKow.youmadelt.net

FLEX NOW ACCEPTED!
lulnr Sandwich

I

H

Second One FREE

Downfown: 433-3917

'3 1

T.W.Th IM
F.S 10-9
Sun 1-5
Closed Monday

LESSON AH. HELP THE CNVIRONMl r\ 7
WASH AT A PROFESSIONAL CAR WASH'

Tuesday November 4,11:00 am to 3:00 pm
James Madison University, Taylor Hall Univ. Center, Room 400, Near Warren Hall

Busch Gardens is seeking: singers, dancers, actors, musicians,
character actors, acrobats, jugglers, magicians, technicians and stage
managers for live shows. Bring prepared audition for all talents.

Visit us online at:

TalentSearchBGW.com
or call 800-253-3302

.—-^

f>^#/v
GA
^JL«

Buacn GanJant and Wats' Courtry USA art tgual opponunay ampioyars and (upport a ufti and drug Iras •ortplacs AppMcantt
kx poaeoni it awry BEC job caaaaScason mil M mbecl K Ming ibotti pit and poat tmptrynitntl tx Hit prtttnet ol rtogal *ugi

1926DeverteAve
(Just off University Blvd)
Touch free automatic
4 Serf service bays
Spot Free rtnae
6 Vacuums
Upholstery shampooer
Fragrance machine
433-9090

11711 tun m

(next to Charlie Otoeuoh)
2 Touch free automatics
(credit cards accepted)
6 Self service beys
Spot Free rlnee
8 Vacuums
2 Interior detail centers

LESSON 1*2 MIRACLE WASH CARDS SAVL MONI ■
The card Is FREE
Every 8* waeh is free
Prepaid option (20% student bonus wKh 10)
See attendant or on the web at www rnirerlewesU enl c

LESSON 03. SPOT FREE RINSE = LESS WORK

MOM PLA

STYU
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Iii Need of Housing?
I! \NKI It

Need Computer
Repairs?
Call Meridian Computers TodayI
564-1949

A

« OMMI H( I VI

FUNKHOUSER
REALTORS"

We offer the largest selection
of oil campus housing to meet
your specific needs.

2.3,4 & 5 Bedrooms Situated in a highly desirable
and convenient location

1,2.3 & 4 Bedrooms
Unique floor plan complete
with two separate living rooms

4 Bedrooms Enormous 4 bedroom. 4 bath
units are fully furnished.

4 Bedrooms

We Service All Makes and Models, Including Notebooks
498-1 University Blvd. Harrisonburg, VA 22801
Diagonally Across From Sheetz, Behind Valley Mall

GREAT FOOD
REASONABLY PRICED

Each unit has 2 baths, a full
kitchen, washer/dryer and two
living areas.

CJunple J^easures La/ie

Join us for
Parent's Weekend!
Now open for Lunch and Dinner
Monday-Saturday

Devon Lane Townhomes I
3 Bedrooms Features three full floors of
spacious living space. Includes
3.5 baths and 2 living rooms

• Fresh baked breads and goodies
• Homemade soups and salads
• Care packages ^5^^
• Boars Head Dell ^£0?
• Catering for all occasions
498 HnkirJn >JM.
S'lrruufrmn C ordco

I*

Gingerbread House
1,2 & 4 Bedrooms
Unique opportunity to live in
historic home Located across
from JMU Quad.

564-9968

The Exception
invites you to

CHRISTMAS SHOP

n

2 & 3 Bedrooms Each unit features its own
fireplace and private deck. Also
includes pool and tennis courts.

3 Bedrooms •

4 Bedrooms Three floors of living space,
fenced backyard and washer/
dryer

3 Bedrooms Each unit is furnished and has
a full kitchen & wet bar. Across
from JMU Quad.

1.2 a 3 Bedrooms Convenient location to JMU on
South Main Street. Some
utilities included.

3 Bedrooms •
Furnished townhouses with 2 5
baths. Three floors with full
kitchen and washer/dryer

5 Bedrooms Spacious townhomes located in
walking distance to campus
W/D & walkout basement.

4 Bedrooms Three floors of living space with
a fully equiped kitchen and
washer/dryer.

BANKIR

715 Port Republic Road
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
info@cbcfunkhouser.com

Each unit has 2 baths and is
fully furnished Unique floor
plan & deck for each bedroom

at their location during Parent's Weekend
Tent Sale:
Saturday, November 1st on Godwin Field
Featuring quality merchandise from:

LENOX"
Oi

Am

I'era iJradlet
and much more!

U

(540) 434-6828
Alto visit The Exception at 182 NetTAve.
Saturday 10:00 - 5:00, Sunday 12:30 - 4:00

V

(.OMMI K( I \l

FUNKHOUSER
REALTORS*

(540)434-5150

ww w. o f f c a m p u s h o u s i n g. c o m
C2003 CoOmlt Btnm Conricmi F<*Vio»*— RtHon Cottwaii BaMuv Co*«r«a<cial • a
totniM Waaaowtt o) tha CoUwl BSMM RM EMM Cot potation Eaon Cthoa * mtMpandanty
OamaO and Otwalrt An ttawal OpawMunay Erfptoyat Equal Houamo OpoorluMy
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Universal Study Abroad Scholarship

Are your current
telephone,
cable,and network
services
getting a little old?

The JMU Office of International Programs
is pleased to announce
six $2.500 scholarships for semester
abroad programs in Antwerp, Florence,
London, Martinique, Paris and Salamanca!

Application Deadline: November 15,2003
Applicants must be admitted or have applied to one of the
following JMU semester programs to be eligible for the
scholarship:
Fall 2004, Spring 2005 or Summer 2005
in Florence, London, or Salamanca
Fall 2004 or Spring 2005 in Antwerp or Paris
_

Summer 2005 in Martinique

To apply for the scholarship, students must submit a separate letter of conskJeration with thar study abroad application. This letter must state that he/
she Mtshes to be conskterect for the scholarship and why. Any financial need
must be addressed in this letter, as well as any academic achievements. This letter must be submitted with a completed study abroad application no later than November 15,2003.
Fa students who have already applied to study abroad for fall 2003, spring
or summer 2004, a letter of consideration for the scholarship must still be
submitted by November 15,2003

| For further details, visit the CMP website at www.jtnu.edu/international/studyabrojd

Lunch Buffet
Mon-Fri 11:00-2:00 p.m.

ALL YOU WANT
pizza, pasta, hot veggies
soup, pasta salad, homemade
breads, ect.

IF

Only $4.79
rA/s

BEST PIZZA ON THE PLANET

onburg

~ ~ ~ \

I! Parents WeekendII

Luigi's Zen Pizza

Buy a 16" Large Pizza get a

".....make me one with everything"
Luigi's does the Baker's Dozen one better!
choose our favorite fourteen toppings to
create the pie of your dreams.

Medium cheese crisp
or 9" cheese pizza

Alumni owned and operated

$19.95

" only available In 16" and please allow
extra cooking time. "If you eat one all
by yourself If 8 FREE!"

Specialty Pizzas
Salads
Pasta
Calzones
Sandwiches'
Subs
Desserts

Paid PoMcal Advertisement

ELECTIG DAY IS TUESDAY,
NOV
4,2003

RODNEY EAGLE has
Experienced Leadership.
The State Senate and the
26th District Needs to
ensure the Valley:
• Quality
Education
• Affordable
Healthcare
• Economic
Development

VOTE
RODNEY
EAGLE
for VA State
Senate

Because Richmond
needs an Honest
Businessman to
represent the people
NQT_gngther lawyer.

Eagle for Senate Campaign not only needs YOUR VOTE on Election Day but also needs
workers. Call 540-434 1818 or log on to www eaolefone im« torn for more Information

THURSDAY, OCT.

"I think our whole team was
crushed [after the loss to Maine] —
it was a very quiet locker room."

FOOTBALL
UPDATES? CHECK fir
I
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FDR THIS; WEEKS

MICKEY MATTHEWS

«L

football coach

WOMEN'S

SOCCER

Argy adds solid scoring touch, speed to Dukes
Sophomore forward continues to climb JMU career scoring list while helping struggling team
to its All-Met first team. That kind
of success, and the play on her
club team, attracted attention
Sophomore forward Kim from the JMU coaching staff.
Argy began playing soccer
Argy was recruited out of
through the encouragement of high school while playing for the
her father, who registered her for Hurricanes in Northern Virginia,
a local peewee team at a very according to JMU coach David
young age- Argy's desire to play Lombardo. Lombardo considers
soccer became very apparent as Argy "a gifted athlete, with eyeshe played for more youth clubs popping acceleration and the
and travel teams, including the ability to create — and finish —
Chantilly I lurricanes, a dub team. scoring chances." He thinks that
"By the end of [high school], I Argy has lived up to her expectawas the only original Hurricane tions while at JMU, and is an
left on the team," Argy said.
important asset to the team.
During her freshman year at
Just as sports do for many
JMU, Argy, a business and individuals, Argy thinks that
accounting major, led the Dukes soccer helps her stay organized
in scoring. Her early collegiate and focused on what she wants
success was recognized by the to accomplish. She cites effiColonial Athletic Association as cient time management M one
she was named Rookie of the of the strengths that she has
Year Argy also was named to the learned from soccer.
freshman All- American team.
Argy also believes that being
Her success at Chantilly High involved with a close-knit team
School, prior to joining the Dukes has strengthened her physically
rosier, included being named the and emotionally.
Northern Virginia Region and
'There are a lot of issues teams
Chantilly Times Player of the Year, have to deal with that aren't just
as a senior, as well as making the apparent on the field." Argy said.
All-State first team. The
Argy said her greatest memWashington Post also named her ory, thus far, at JMU came last
BY KIRA COLVIN

contributing writer

year, as the Dukes beat rival the her game to get better, and is willCollege of William & Mary dur- ing to embrace those changes,"
ing the CAA semifinals. The I ombardo said.
two teams had faced each other
With the opportunity to
earlier in the week, and JMU become JMU's all-time leading
won, 2-0. The semifinal game, goal scorer over the next two
however, was a much harder years, Lombardo hopes that
test for the Dukes.
Argy will accept and meet that
The two teams were dead- challenge. He also hopes that
locked at 1-1 throughout the she can help lead the" team out
entire game. With 37 seconds left of a disappointing regular seain regulation, JMU was able to son and into an exciting and
break the be. winning 2-1.
successful postseason.
Lombardo saw some of his
"It was just an amazing feeling because it was one of the hopes answered last Friday
toughest and most demand- when the Dukes defeated the
ing games I've ever played Towson University Tigers, 2-1,
In, Argy said.
in overtime. Argy scored the
Due to the loss of eight sen- winning goal with 2:19 remainiors, as well as a fluctuation of ing in the first overtime period
injuries and illness, the team is oft a pass from freshman forfaced with a rebuilding year. ward Natalie Ewell.
This season, however, has
Including both the 2002 and
helped Argy grow as a soccer 2(103 season, Argy has made 19
player, she said. She thinks it also goals, collected six assists and has
has taught her the importance of scored a total of 44 points, accordbeing a good teammate. Argy ing to Lombardo.
believes that she has learned,
With still two years remaining
along with her teammates, about at JMU, Argy's career stats tie her
in
ninth
place for goals and 1 f>th
adapting one's style of play for
the good of the team.
place for points out of all-time
"|Argy| understands that
$eeARGY.p*ge21
adjustments haw to be made in

AMY

FOOTBALL

photographer

-MKN'SGOI.I-

JMU seeks win over Rams
| Dukes prepare for Rams, hope to control clock with run

JMU ties
for fourth
Cosier shoots
l-under-par in
shortened mutch
JMU tied for fourth at the
Hoya Invitational, in its final
fall tournament of the year. The
event was held at the 6382yard, par 72 Lansdowne Resort
Golf Course in Leesburg.
The tournament was scheduled for 36 holes Sunday and
Monday, but, due to rain, the
final'round was cancelled.
JMU's highest finisher was
sophomore Dennis Cosier.
After carding a 1 under par
71, Cosier tied for fifth place
in the overall tournament. He
also tied his low 18-hole score
for the fall.
,
In his first tournament this
fall, junior Jason Robertson
lied senior Jay Woodson for
13th place. Both Robertson
and Woodson carded 73s in
the only round of play.
The University of Richmond
and Pennsylvania State
University tied at 288 for tophonors. In third place was
Georgetown University (294),
followed by JMU and Princeton
University (2%).
—from staff reports

BY WES HEINEL

assistant sports editor
The University ol Rhode
Island (2-4, 3-5) comes to
town this weekend for a
Parents' Weekend, Atlantic 10
conference game.
Last week the Dukes (4-4, 33) took a considerable blow to
their playoff ran, losing to the
University of Maine, 20-13.
Coach Mickey Matthews said
that his team's focus has been on
taking the remainder of the season one game at a time.
"It's difficult now — it's getling late (into the season),"
Matthews said. 'The third place
squad going to the playoffs
now will have at least two losses, and may have three. We'll
know more after this weekend
— seeing who gets beat and
who doesn't."
However, a favorable schedule awaits JMU. Three of the final
four games are at home, and are
against sub-500 teams. JMU
needs to win all four of its next
games, whiie getting some help
from other teams in the A-10, in
upsetting some of the top teams.
Regardless of possible
playoff scenarios, Matthews
acknowledged that the Dukes'
playoff chances now are slim.
Yet, he believes his team came
out ready to play last week,
and expects it to do the same
against Rhode Island.
"I think our whole team was
crushed [after the loss to Maine]
— it was a very quiet locker
room," Matthews said.
"Saturday was the most readv as
a team we have been in five years
— we thought we were going to
win the game. Our only focus
this week is on Rhode Island "
Offensively, the Dukes will
need a better performance rushing the ball than they received
against the Black Bears last week.
Matthews said.
"(Red-shirt freshman running
back Alvin) Banks shouldn't
have played," Matthews said.
'That was my fault — he wasn't
healthy; I know better.
Youngsters who do not practice
at full speed on Thursday usually don't play well in the game."
Banks was nursing a bone
bruise of his ankle and was
ineffective Saturday at
Maine, carrying the ball 20
times for a 59 yards.
Banks is listed as doubtful to
play for Saturday's contest.
Matthews said he expects redshirt freshman running back

PATERSON/JWIU"

Sophomore forward Kim Argy works on drifts at practice Tuesday.

pMO
.CUB,

FILE PHonv/iiiini /Mm
Tha Dukes' playoff hopa* could end up riding on the outcome of Saturday'! home game against the University of Rhode Island.

Maurice Fenner to be the feature back of the offense, while
mixing in touches for red-shirt
sophomore running back
Raymond Mines.
If Rhode Island has a weakness, it is on the defensive side of
the ball The squad gives up a
league-worst average of five
touchdowns per game.
Confident in his quarterback.
Matthews said red-shirt junior
Matt l*Zotte, who has completed slightly under 60 percent of
his passes this year, if given time
in the pocket can make a big play
for a Dukes squad that has
lacked
big-play capability
throughout the season.
"This year, we have really
struggled to break off a big play,"
Matthews said. "We run the ball,
and our line bkxrks well, but our
backs make the wrong cuts —
when we run well, then we don't
block well. We haven't hung onto

big pass plays, and our defense is
always coming up short Itxiking
for that big play."
A strong running game also
will help the Dukes' defense,
according to Matthews, as it is
imperative to control the clock
to counteract the wishbone
offense. By controlling the
clock and putting some points
on the board early, he said his
squad hopes to dictate the pace
of play to the Rams.
"With triple-option football.
it's assignment football," defensive coordinator/defensive
back* coach Dick Hopkins said.
"It tones us to play certain fnmts
and coverages to neutralize the
wishbone. There's a kit of discipline, where someone's got to
take the | lullKii k| dive, the quarterback and the [tailback) pilch.
The defense plans to bring the
secondary near the line <>| -, nni
mage to provide the defensive

line some run support. Hopkins
said. He said the defensive unit
will be forced to scheme defensively to match formation personnel the wishbone brings. Thus,
some zone will be played, but a
good amount of man coverage
will be played by the comerbacks.
Red-shirt senior linebacker
Dennard Melton said. "You're
practicing for the ran all week
because you know what you're
going to get. About 80 percent of
the plays they call are on the
ground. Kveryone just needs to
continue to get to the ball faster."
According to Matthews. JMU
will key on quarterback )ayson
Davis and fullback Jason ilam
when the Rhode Island offensive
unit hits the field. Shutting down
the ran is the main concern for
JMU, as the Rams average a
league-low 829 yards per game
though the air. and are third in the
natHm in rushing. Matthews said.

"With the wishbone offense,
our secondary has to be careful
not to bite on [play-action)
fakes," Matthews said. "They
might only throw the ball three
or five times a game, but those
passes are usually big plays."
Melton
said,
"(The
Rams') fullback gets a lot of
carries, but the big plays
happen when they pass the
ball. You have to be disciplined and play your personal responsibility."
In a conference filled with
parity, the Dukes cannot afford a
loss against a Rams squad if it
hopes to remain in the slightest
possible contention for the
I")iviskm l-AA playoffs.
"I'm not going to call this
game a 'must-win,' or even talk
about winning out," Matthews
said. "I don't want to be any a
school's bulletin board for a second week in a row."

Women's Rugby
The women's rugby club
defeated Mary Washington'
College in the semifinals of the
state tournament Saturday, 22-0.
The team lost to the University of
Virginia in sudden death overtime in the finals, 17-11
T« Kwon Do
The Tae Kwon Do club
hosted a tournament last
weekend at JMU Twentythree JMU members participated in the tournament
Men's Club Soccer
The men's soccer club
placed second in the Regional
Tournament. They defeated
Wake Forest University, the
University of Florida and the
College of William & Mary in
the preliminary round. Tney
lost in the final to UVa., 2-1.
—frvm staff reports
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Forward:
Kicking it
for Dukes
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Pigskin is paramount!

Argy thinks thai, at this
moment, she does not have a
strong ambition to play soccer
after she graduates, especially
due to the folding of the
Women's
United
Soccer
Association. The WUSA, a professional soccer league for
women, ended its 2003 season
a few months ago. It currently
is seeking investors and sponsors to help revive the financially strapped teams from
bankruptcy.
Argy does admit, however, that she would keep an
open mind to future soccer
opportunities. She is more
interested in the prospect of
owning a business related to
sports and soccer. Soccer,
however, always will be a
part of her life, Argy said.

From coast to coast, it's all about conference rivalries this weekend. As teams
continue to jockey for league supremacy
and bowl contention, fans are hoping for
another upper echelon team to have the
carpet pulled out from underneath it.
Virginia Tech has an opportunity for
redemption after a loss, when the undefeated University of Miami Hurricanes
visit Blacksburg. The overrated Hokies
likely will lose for a second week in a row.
In the NFL, two of the league's top
quarterbacks — Green Bay's Brett Favre
and Indianapolis' Peyton Manning — roll
into hostile territory. The only thing more
hostile than the environments Favre and
Manning must endure are the opposing
defenses of the Minnesota Vikings ana
Miami Dolphins. The Vikes and Fins
expect to put on a clinic exhibiting how a
dominating defense can shut down a offcnsivejuflgemaut on any given Sunday
Da Boss finally overtook second place,
as The Short Onej>lummeted. This week,
copy editor Tricia Frenville |oins the panel

$4.99 a Foot

V\feek#10

*£;«£•'

Drew WII»on
Da BOM

Season total
Lactweek
Win percentage

63-36
8-3
.640

58-41
6-5
.590

Michigan
Nebraska
Florida
USC

Michigan
Nebraska
Georgia
Washington St.
Miami

Michigan St.
Nebraska
Georgia
USC
Miami

Nebraska
3eorgta
USC
Miami

JMU

Rhode Island

JMU

Indianapolis
Tampa Bay
Seattle
Minnesota
NY Giants

Indianapolis
Tampa Bay
Seattle
Minnesota
NY Giants

Miami
Tampa Bay
Seattle
Minnesota
NY Giants

Alison Fargo

Brad Richards
B-Rleh
56-43

The Short One
56-43

Tricia Frenville
Copy Tip*

59-40
6-5
.600

5-6
.570

3-8
.570

College
Michigan © Michigan St.
Nebraska Q Texas
Georgia © Florida
Washington St © USC
Miami © Virginia Tech

Miami

Rhode Island at JMU

Michigan

Michigan St.
Nebraska
Florida
Washington St.
Virginia Tech

Pro
Indianapolis © Miami
New Orleans © Tampa Bay
Pittsburgh © Seattle

Miami
Tampa Bay
Seattle
Minnesota
NY Giants

Green Bay © Minnesota
NY Jets © NY Giants

Miami
Tampa Bay
Pittsburgh
Green Bay
NY Jets

4pm - Midnight

far a<{ W«
533 University Blvd • 574-3072
1825 S. Main SI. -574-3178
798 E. Market St. 433-6200

Br««K tfafytof)

SKYDIVE!

Hometown Music
GUITARS, AMP;, DRUMS,

PA

AND MORE

- www.homelownmiisic.nel

,-----

1(877)34&3759

Minimum ditymnt $50. Miy not be
applied to isle prices, other often or
discounts or ippAed to liywiys.
Expires Sifireiy 11/8/03

PA 8. MORE.

PLUS: PA rentals, 6 String Bjnjos, EMG &

Digital MaM-Tndci, Cymbals, Tuners,

Fithman Guitar Pickups, Friendly Service, Djemhes,

Mi*/A«*o USB interfaces, Harmonicas,

Price Matching, Resonator Guitars, Bongos,

Questions Answered, Gift Certificates...

4J4-4I59 • 2990 S Main Street

Hours:Mon-Fril0 6;Satl0 5

((877) DIVE-SKY)

(540) 943-6587
Complete information is on

GUITARS, DRUMS

Gift Certificates
JMU Student Discounts

- —

•Save 10%«ffrtg(rfo
: price on any purchase.

One day first jumps, and a staff dedicated to keeping you and
your fellow JMU students skydiving at SKYDIVE ORANGE
Freefall almost a minute
from 2 1/2 miles high
from our 22 Jumper
aircraft on your first skydive!

Coupon

www.skydiveorange.com

higher
test scores
guaranteed

LSAT
'

Full Service Salon Offering:

ORE
MCAT

OAT

Attend all required classes or make-up sessions, complete all
scheduled tests, and do your homework If your score doesn't
improve on test day from your Kaplan diagnostic or a prior official
test score, you can choose to repeat our program for free or get a
full refund of your tuition" tt'» that simple.

World Leader In Teat Prep
tna
Admissions

Hair
Nails
Tanning

////A'//,

DAT

or your money back

MCAT and LSAT prep
classes start in January
here on campus at JMUtl

K

QMAT

■
■
I
|

25% oft Tanning Products
10 Tanning Sessions tor $15
Manicure & Pedicure $30
Eye and Lip Wax $7 each
Mot Hock Stone Therapy 1 hour Massage $70
BodyWrapa $55_

810 Port Republic Rd.
Suite M
HarrisonburgVA 22801
432-5544
www.tangiesdayspa.netfirms.coiTi

HEAVENLY HAM
182 Neff Ave. HanisonburK
Behind the Valley Mall
434-5700, 434-5011-fax

Ham and Much More!
Eat-In

Party Platters

Take-Out
•To be ehgftie for this offer, you moet be
enrolled In Kaplan s fun classroom, tutonng.
or online courses, m addition, you must
present a copy of your official score report
and your course materials withm 90 days

KAPLAN
1-800-KAP TEST
kaptest.com

High Peak Sportswear,
your on-line source for

^WUSfotW'tr'g- gjfc/

Massage
Body waxing
Facials

Tailgating

10 % Off Platters
Not vilid

Expires Novl5.2003
GO oehvenca or with other eflhn

HUNTER MCGUIRE SCHOOL

OPEN HOUSE

*ntfsr
JHi<

■ PORTBWEAR

www.hipeak.com
1 .800.524.4739
Prints on a 100% cotton pigment dyed purple t-shirt in gold ink
Special price good thru 11/5/03 sku«30001003A

Thursday, November 6, 2003
9:30 A.M. and 5:30 P.M.
74 Quicks Mill Road, Verona
(540) 248-2404
www.huntermcguire.org
Academic Ivxcellence
VAIS Accredited - K-5
Personal Integrity, Leadership, & Citizenship
Art, Music, Technology, Spanish
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EDITH

AT

J.

JAMtS MADISON

Sforrs

CARRIER

ETUM,
UNIVERSITY

Welcomes Parents and
Invites You to our Annual
Bulb Sale!
Saturday, November 1: 9am-4pm
Sunday, November 2: 9am-12noon
Location: Arboretum Pavilion
Enjoy first time offerings and old
favorites, including Tulips, Daffodils,
a special "JMU collection" and more!
Guided Arboretum Tour
Saturday at 11:00am
Parking available at Convocation Center
Please call the Arboretum office at 568-3194
with questions or more information or visit our
website at www.Jmu.edu/arboretum.
All proceeds benefit the Edith J. Carrier
Arboretum's Educational Mission

Thursday, October 30
WOMEN'S SOCCER
vsDREXEL
6 p.m. • Reservoir Street Field*

PARENTS WEEKEND
Friday, October 31
FIELD HOCKEY vs. MARYLAND
6 p.m. • NEW Reservoir Street Complex

MEN'S SOCCER vs. ODU
7 p.m. • Reservoir Street Field

JS

MEN'S & WOMEN'S SWIMMING
& DIVING vs. TEXAS CHRISTIAN
1 p.m. • Savage Natatorium • Free Admission

w*

Saturday, November 1
MEET THE DUKES DAY

■■■I —**! 10 a.m. • Sinclair Gym/Godwin Hall
Com* mm your 2003-04 Men's and Womsn'iJBnkMball Tumi
Glvowiyi Ffom^ftfltsyiV^J—i <jg* OKJfCHHEU)

WOMEN'S SOCCER vs. H0FSTRA

OPEN
PRACTICES
8 00 am ■ 9 30 am
Womoni
Basketball

Noon • Reservoir Street Field

FOOTBALL vs. RHODE ISLAND
1:30 p.m. • Showker Field/Bridgeforth Stadium
Sponsored by cfJ jj Field Fest begins at 11:30 a.m.

Noon -1 30 prr>
Men s
Basketball

Sunday, November 2
FIELD HOCKEY vs. VCU

Announcing Tony Wright as the Manager for
Saturn of Harrisonburg.
Come in and see the difference that a Saturn and
Tony Wright can make.

1 p.m. • NEW Reservoir Street Complex

MEN'S SOCCER vs. WILLIAM & MARY
2 p.m. • Reservoir Street Field
• Dairy Queen Sundae Sundays! •
5 lucky fan* g«t coupons for i frt« sundM whenever JMU scorns

PARENTS WEEKEND FOOTBALL TICKETS
Get your tickets early and avoid waiting in line'
Students' Stop by the tick
ents Weekend

Thi

5 located at (^ ■

Please call S68-DU' E for ticl
on Parents Weekerv! i

For scores, schedukn, M|M*>li\ online tcktt purchasing aid more, go to..

It's Different in a Saturn
Saturn of Harrisonburg
beside Joe Bowman Auto Plaza
Rt.33, Harrisonburg
l-800-432-8721
twright @joebowmanautoplaza.com
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CLASSIFIEDS
FOR RENT

Only $15 to run your

Filing C mpod?
■np«i« our
■P6C
.lews end
dpaftmor's See pftotoi. prices
and current availability fof 20042005 at www.caslkfproperty.com.
■■if—m AvaMrtli MMWyltffel
Squire Mill Townhome. Great
roommete. Pet friendly community.
Perfect for transfer student. Cell
4213063.
Fof Pfcmt • Downtown, fourth floor,
two rooms, private bain $300
CM8206384
On* ■•ajroo*. AvallaWe in 3
bedroom home on Devon Lane.
Available January 1st. Can
421-6817
Savant HSNMM 1135 S. Main
St.. 55 A and B, 75 W Fairviaw
adjacent to Harrison St. Five 2 and
3 bedroom houses, all DSL wired.
2 have AC. Apartment 73A East
Market, 2 bedrooms, untiiities
Included. Call 433-0984 or
2463147

FOR SALE
19M VW Convertible • Many new
parts, bast offer, mcel Call
4062277
1MI PMCM M4 - 94K m«es. 5
speed, removable sunroof, no*
Pirelli tires, beautiful car im«oe and
out. $5,995 Call 540-7408245.

Thrift.

"For Sale" ad Tor the
until your Item sells
(vrtikhever comes first)!

The Breeze?
$40 for third class nuil
or SKO for Hrsl class mail,
ycni can receive a full year of

The Breeze.'
Call today lo start your
uihwnption! Wc accept VISA
and Master Card by phone or
}«u may mail in your payment.
Call 568-6127 today'

I Her.' Gift &
Main St.

Oo Vou Want to Write for
tha Bresze?

Nlee 1994 FlreMrd- V 6. dual
eahaust. AM/FM CD pieyer, runt
and sounds great. Call 289-7090.
1999 Cougar - very nice car. runs
great and it very clean Wad taken
cere of For price, call 289-7090.

Cttil mas out on thai pest deal!

566-6127
a Carbon fiber Giant
21 Speed. Excellent condition, two
years oU. $450. paid $1,100. Call
4356430 or l«00-2963465. ash
for Randy
Pentium MMX ?on MM; 32M
RAM, 8G hard drive. 24X CDflOM.
Windows 98. Office 97, HP
Deskjet 520. 2 HP 26 cartridges.
$200 o.B.O. Call 612-2244 or
email aorogemie^mu edu
1992 Far*- Iiplerer - good
condition! new tires. $5,000
o bo. Call Mihe. 4364369
1M7 Monte Carte mS, 7 3eo7
Spoiler, oicellent condition. 94.300
miles, loaded, new tires. $3,995.
Call 830-0444

New Ski teote - Lowe Structure
Coaches Boots Ladies 4-pair;
Rosslngnol 6 pair
Race one
Rossingnoi 4 pair soft; Dalbello
SGS vano 2-palr. Dolomite ice blue
titanium 2 pair Call 568-8721.
m/idnaymu.«du
Motereyele Helaiat Shoal full
coverage,
black,
excellent
condition. Small carry bag. $100
OBO Call 830-2030

1999 Fart Masting Ut •
hatchback,
auto, excellent
condition. 61.000 miles, cruise.
premium sound, sunroof, alloy
wheels, beautiful car. $3,960. Call
2896420
lohr.
i Mai Win Hew with tig
Bag - $75: square nech Regal
Dobro with case. $275: 26 hey
accordion with case. $175; o.b.o.
Call 434-4625.

$260
a day potential. Local positions.
16002933986. eat 215.
Ueetmemtt Stare • part time help,
denote hours, no experience
needed.
Call
434 8800

NOTICE
For more information and auisuncc
retarding fhe MuKigajmn of hnancini
putinm opponumbe* contact the
Better Butincu Bureau. Inc

I-MO-U3-55I1

flT^

Act Newl Booh 11 people, get
12th trip free. Group discounts tor
6*. Call 1 800 838 8202 or
www. sprirtgiVealiiaacounU.com

AIRLINE
TICKET!)

<~~, Saras. IraaaSpring Break- Nassau/Paradise
island. Cancun. Jamaica, and
Acapulco from $489 Air. hotel,
transfers, parties, and moral
Organize small group eern free
trips plus commissions! Call
180OGETS0N-1.

I www.studcnttipress.coml

Call NOW: 1.100.787.3787

Call 568-6127 for more
information.
■ eDKfer.
• Next I
Holiday Lake 4-H Center (Central
Virginia) summer camp staff
positions: waterfront director.
resident lifeguard. nurse/EMT.
instructors: canoeing, rlflery.
archery, outdoor living skills, ropes
course (high and low), barn
animals, forestry, performing arts.
Training included. Application
deadline: December 15, 3003
Employment period May 31 August
14, 2004. Contact Bryan Branch.
Program Director. 14342485444
D0ranch4Nf.edu EOAA
Seeking people with
Type-1 Diabetes and a
Driver's License

Attention JMU StweJente Local
district office seeking to place
fnendly. positive people for
customer sales/service positions
Starting rate is $9 35 base per
preset
appointment.
No
experience needed - training
provided. Gain resume expenenee
while working part-time around
class schedule. Now interviewing,
conditions aopry All ages 18*. call
438-1300

Affordable Web ftervfeee Domain
names, Web hotting. Web site
design, and more. Quick and easy'
www bucmckaoTimn9.com

The Breeze is looking for
writers for News. Focus.
Sports, Style, and Opinion.

1M4 Pare) fseert Per teas • $1,000
or best offer. Call 4330516

ThH offer a sped now through
Dec 5 and only applies to
alveruang In tftf Tor Sale section
Ads mat be 30 words or km
Offer appfcai to IndMdasl Hem*
only Retail Hores and buUneasea
do rw qualify for Uik spectal offer
All ads are *ub)rct to
Breeze approval

jfeaeweiute 2000 Honda CfWOO esoafaam condition, yellow with black
trim, naw tires. 9,000 miles.
negotiable. http://cobjmu.eOu/bilm
Can 421-7243

subscription to

N.

For Sale Mt Shasta 21 speed
0*e In very good condrtion. nddon
very little Asking $100 (at $350
new). Call 24»2064.

entire semester or

Did you know that your
purrnls can a>cl a

227
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Men and women, ages 16+.
naeded for a study on diabetes
and dnving safety at UVA.
Compensation for completion
of the study is $150.

Booh direct with tha established
leader m Spring Break travel.
Better trips, better prices. Early
boohing exentnea. Book now with
a smelt deposit. 1800 367 1252
www springfxeakdtfecf .cam
Buy a classified ad and get
vour ad listed on the Web
lor FRKK!
w w v, ihohrvc/c i>rg
(all 568-6127 todav!
Cancun. Acapulco. Nassau,
jameleal 7 nights from $459 •
ta>! includes breakfasts, dinners
Guaranteed lowest prices and best
party schedule. The only Spring
Breah company recognKad for
outstanding ethics' Visit the best
Spring Break ste on the web - view
100s of hotel videos and reviews
at www. Spnngflraa* Trawl com
Call 18006786386

STSTRAVEL.COM

Contact Karen Vandecar

924-0481
krv5pOvi rgima.edu
(HIC #10244)

NNanttosrnda special
metsiKt' to someone? Place a

■1 Spring Break VacaVonel 110%
best pncetl Cancun. Jamaica.
Acapulco. Bahamas. Florida. Booh
now and receive free parties and
meals. Campus rape wanted!
1600 23*7007
www endewssuriimertoyrs.com

I'ervmaK ad in The Breeze
(Uuifirdt:
Call 568-6127

ww» ihehrccfe cow

Biggest Spring Break Party!
Cruise with 100s of students on
the largest and wildest student
party cruise! Spend 5 days In the
Bahamas from $279! Includes
most meals, free parties, port
taxes! Ethics Award wimtrg company*
wwwSoringBreekTrevel.com. Call

18006786386
«1 Spring Break Operator! 5k - our web site 'or the best deals.
wwwfagabondtours.com. Cancun.
Acapulco, Bahamas. Jamaica, and
Florida. Group organizers earn free
trips and cash Call today1
16662732500

Bartender Trainee* *e*4*4 ■ $250
a day potential Local positions
1600 293 3985. eit
613
Ageptloa Loving and stable
couple will provide a happy home
for your baby, heed wrtti iota of love
and security. Expenses paid
Please call Greg and Maureen
anytime at 1 800 605-9703,
pin * 00

PLACEA
CLASSIFIED AD IN
THE BREEZE!
WOO Tor dnl 10 word*

U8A Spring Break • Cancun.
Bahamas. Acapulco. Jamaica &
more. Don't be fooled! Go with
Quality and experience! 28 years in
business. Largest student tour
operator (Orviswn of USA Student
Travel) Cat tea free: 18774606077
Now also hirerg campus reps. Earn
2 free trlpa for 15 travelers and

Fraternities, Sororities. Clubs,
Student Oreae-e • Earn $1,000 •
$2,000 tnia semaater with a
proven CampusFundraiser 3 hour
fund-raising event. Our free
programs make fund-raising easy
with no nshs Fund-raising dates
are ftning quit my. so get witn the
program! it works.
Contact
CarrxpusFundraxw at 18880233238.
or vkM www.cemoutrunOrmamcom

Guitar lessens - Beginner to
Intermediate, individual and group
retaa Call Greg, 435 9385

Spring Break 20041 Travel with
Beach Life Vacations! America's
best student tour operator!
Jamaica. Cancun. Acapulco.
Bahamas. Florida Sell trips, earn
cash, travel free! Hurry book now!
Can 1 8007336347.
www.beachPfevecetKins.com

$2.00 each add'l 10 words
Block ads art SlO/inch
All classified ads must be
suhmiiied in writing. You
may e-mail your ad to
thc_brccjx@jmu.edu. Ads

$$.

must be paid in advance by

winter and Sariwg Break • Ski and
beach trlpa on sale nowl Can
1 800 SUNCHASE or go to
www.Sunchase.com
today!

1-800-648-4849
www.ststravel.com

cash, check. VISA or
MasterCard. All ads arc
subject (o Breeze approval.

A -Ream,' Spring Break 2004
Only with Sunsplash Tours. Lowest
pnees. free meals and parties. Two
free trips lor groups. 1600426-7 710
www. sunsplathlours.com

('all 5684127 today!

rfavc a safe at)<j spooky
Ha((ov/eer\!
(

Atwe

W
BIS SILENT ONLINE AUCTION
SKI*
Sponsored by the Adult Degree Program in order to raise donations for the JMU
Finlayson Scholarship fund.

u**

http://edtech.jmu.edu/BIS/auction2003/index.html

Our •xpert Kyoto chofs prspare,

■*•*

dinner at authentic tappan yakl table*.
540.574.4901
829 E. Market Street, Harrlsonburg, VA

For more information contact Vickie Lilley at 568-6824 or lilleyvr@jmu.edu

mi.i

r INDIAN-AMERICAN CAFE

"^ rvyftoN

(540) 433-1177
llarmonbur,, VA 23M1
Ma-438-0166
Courtncyddancinmotion.com

Lunch: Monday - Saturday
11:00 a.m. -2:30 p.m.
Dinner: Monday - Saturday
5:00 p.m. - 9:30 p.m.

in

rrren

:

•

YO(.A & Dance Classes!!!

•
•

Come sec what we're all about! Wc offer Ballet.
Tap. Jazz, and Lyrical for A.lull- - pay as you
come or ask aboul our special!

•
•
•

Fitness yoga classes will be starting in November!
Call lo put your name on ihe list before classes fill
up!

•
I ■"» I -It S. High Stmt

91 N. Main St.
Harrlsonburg. VA

•

Japanese Steakhouse & Sushi Bar

from appatlzsr to antraa. your delicious

Bidding has already begun and will run until November 21st.

Specializing in
Non-Vegetarian/
Vegetarian
Indian Cuisine

0»0

www.dancinmotion.com

We carry a full line of dance apparel and shoes. What you don't see. we can order! Let us
deal with Ihe hassle of ordering and shipping for you!

mm
jest prices in W
We have thousands of videos and DVDs
Free Membership' (Just bring your driver's license and JAC card)

viiiiHiiTiiiirniiinnTiiiTiiisiiiiiiiiM
llli||« wiloclitiii itT
IMIU mid MWNI

l-isli I HI uiiii'

lid* i; in ik.

old brat'i
III lb!

I Jll S III llll|HH IS.

Indlim iind
Iwirrl In RIMI!

I.islmi ImitH-n

Uiisii:
aixiissmiiis

I'.isl Hpacial
unfair*!

urn lim!

Gmora!

WHAT A RECORD STORE SHOULD BE!
1702 East Market Street
(Rt. 33 East, Across from the Boston Beanery]
laanMsi

■..■♦

mm

S^fMtfPWit.WtstWrEa-aJI

434-9999

™

KROGER SHOPPING CTR WHAT A RECORD
1790-96 E. Market St.
STORE SHOULD BE!
Mon-Stt 10-9, Sunday 12-1 L.Man Before You Buyl

IS. WWW.PLAN9MUSIC.COM
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The Commons, Southview and
Stonegate Apartments

WELCOME PARENTS!

bl

i *

We're open
Saturday and
Sunday
torn 12-4!

ise with The Commons, South View, or Stone Gate apartments and you will get
phone service, FREE ethernet, and FREE cable (over 45 channels) for one year!
The Commons

South View

Stone Gate

Office Ho
Monday - tnaay
8:30
1068 N Lois Una
432 -Or. Ut)
www.lbjlimiten

SADDLE
PGE
CiOLI CLUH
W

* 00.

Compliments of
lhe Commons,
Southview and Stonegate

Please enjoy our Parent's Weekend special greens fees

$15 Friday
$20 Saturday & Sunday
at the Packsaddle Ridge Golf Club
The Ultimate Golfing Experience!
72 Par (lhampionship Golf (ionise
'
Fully Slocked ProShop
Delicious (*rill
www. packsaddle. ne I
540-369-8188.

